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SECTION 1. 0 -T-TRODUCTION AND SDIMMARY 
The second static firing test (Test Number MPT-S2-001) of the Main Propulsion 
Test Article (MPTA) was successfully conducted at the National Space Techno­
logy Laboratories (NSTL), Bay St. Louis, Missassappi, on 19 May 1978. The 
major test objective was to fire the three-engine cluster at 70 percent power 
level for a nominal 15 seconds to evaluate the integrated performance of the 
Main Propulsion System. 
The countdown proceeded in a relatively good fashion. There were only three 
significant holds that were encountered. The first was a facility LH2 leak that 
developed in a line joint. The second was caused by a need to reset all of the 
RASCOS cutoff devices. The third was the failure to gmgnte one of the free 
hydrogen burnoff burners.
 
Engine ignition occurred at &pproxrnately 1403 with the planned rnainstage 
duration achieved for all three engines. The total fi ing time for all three 
engines was as follows: 
Engine #1 - 19.7 seconds 
Engine #Z - 20.85 seconds 
Engine #3 - 20. 73 seconds 
Operation of all systems was as expected with the exception of the reczcula­
tion pumps. The pumps were started while the propellant loading was in fast 
fill, but they cavitated and lost head at the tern--nazion of fast fHll. The pumps 
were subsequently restarted after pressurizing the tank and draining back 
propellant to get good quality. This problem was primarily attributed to 
excessive back pressure in the facility vent system which is being corrected. 
Post test inspection of the engine srevealed some discoloration on the inside 
of the thrust chamber and distorted drain lines for Engine #Z (SIN 2002). This 
was attributed to a post cut-off engine main fuel valve leakage. The valve has 
since been replaced. 
Post test inspection of the ET pressurization diffusers revealed evidence of 
damage, which required their replacement. 
Primary test objectives for this firing and results are as follows: 
SD78-SH-0125
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Obj ective Re su ts 
Start, maintain 70% power level for Satisfactorily accomplished. 
15 seconds, and shutdown the three 
MPS engines. 
Verify capability of integrated Satisfactorily accomplished. 
propellant feed system to satisfy 
S&AE interface requirements 
throughout fill, engine conditioning, 
and engine firing, including start 
and cut-off transients. 
Evaluate LI recirculation and Partially accomplished (adverse 
high-point bleed system effects of LHZ replenish procedure 
performance, prevented positive verification). 
Evaluate LC0Z and LHZ tank pre- Satisfactorily accomplished. 
pressurization and engine-run 
pressurization. 
Determine ignition overpressures Not completed due to questionable 
resulting from start sequence. instrumentation data. 
Evaluate SSME stub nozzle side-load Satisfactorily accomplished. 
effects in flight system installation. 
Verify hydraulic and TVC system Satisfactorily accomplished. 
performance in maintaining engine 
positions and SEvIE interface 
pressures during start and 
shutdown transients. 
Evaluate modified propellant loading Satisfactorily Pccomplished. 
procedure to maintain positive ET 
ullage pressure. 
Evaluate structural -dynamic loads Satisfactorily accomplished, with 
versus predicted levels, available instrumentation. 
Evaluate radiant heating environment. Satisfactorily accomplished. 
Verify functaonal performance of all Satisfactorily accomplished. 
test article, C-SE, and facility 
systems to support increased power 
level firings. 
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Several actons were generated as a result of the f5ring. These actions are 
listed in Table 1. 0-1. 
Based on the analysis of data, it was concluded that the prutnary oojecaives 
of Static Firing 2 han been sufficiently satisfied to permnt proceednig to 
the next planned firing. 
-3­
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TABLE 1.0-1 	 NSTL ACTION LIST - STATIC FIR-WlG NO. 2 
(Sheet I of 2) 
Item No. 	 Action Required 
SF 2-1 	 Conduct a review of the specification requirements 
applied to gas sampling on the MPTA Facility. 
Insure that specifications are realistic, achieveable, 
and clear. Make recommendations for changes to 
IT's and procedures. 
SF Z-Z 	 Re-eziamnne high point bleed system to determine 
cause and solution to loss of LHZ recirculation 
pumps during tanking. One solution may be to 
route the high point bleed line directly into the 
18-inch vent line instead of the four-inch line. 
SF 2-3 	 Determine location of hydrogen leak in area of 
Engine No. 1 power head. Evaluate the need for a 
special test requirement at a higher pressure than 
normal. 
SF 2-4 	 Deternine the type of diffuser to be installed in 
LHZ tank which will be good through the next two 
static firings as a minimum and determine 
installation schedule. 
SF 2-5 	 Review solenoid valves on facility with respect to 
recent failures and determine method of detection, 
preliminary checks that can be made to detect a 
potential failure. 
SF 2-6 	 Fix the problem with PCV 469 failure in the auto 
mode. PE 469 has failed twice. 
SF 2-7 	 Determine permanent fix to the problem of the 
crossed LOX vent valve actuatzon lines versus the 
switch actuation procedures and the light indications 
of the MTCE panel. 
SF 2-8 	 Design and install final auxiliary helium bubbling 
system. 
-4-
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TABLE 1, 0-1 
Item No. 
SF 2-9 
SF 2-10 
SF a-il 
SF 2-12 
SF Z-13 
SF 2-14 
SF 2-15 
SF 2-16 
SF 2-17 
SF Z-18 
O Rockwell International 
space OVSf 
NSTL ACTION LIST - STATIC FIRING NO. 2 
(Sheet Z of 2) 
Action Requixrec 
Re-evaluate the MPTA shutdown logic with respect 
to tine delays and prepare advantages/disadvan­
tages of having a master switch to shut all three 
engines down simultaneously. 
(1) Current tine delays 
(2) Snultanous shutdown 
Evaluate problem of SATS during gimbal versus 
pg. call-up. 
lnvestagate'post shutdown fire and determine 
appropriate action. 
Revew redline set-up procedures with particular 
attention to RASCO set-ups. 
Determine the need for another special gimbal/ 
hydraulic test. If one is needed, devise the special 
test and submit a SAR to NSTL, 
Implement a closed loop system on data squawks. 
Implement a system for evacuating tank pressure 
transducers (Vacuum reference system). 
Prepare a standard to prevent cross-wiring. 
Include special polarity tests when changes are 
made. 
Incorporate changes to ATVC control systems to 
prevent one channel loss from causing shutdown. 
Insure that emergency procedures include consid­
eration of the mnrn 1. 5 psi in the LOX tank. 
SD78-S--0125
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Z. 0 MPTA Static Firing No. Z Configuration 
The MPTA configuration for static firing number two was the same as 
static firing number one, w3h the additional modifications to each element 
as listed below: 
ORBITER 
MCR 4969 MEC Redundant Power 
MCR 5377 Preburner Purge Tine Delay 
MCR 5217 SSME Strain Gages 
MCR 3604 LHZ Recirculation Valve 
EXTERNAL TANK 
ECPB00632Z Relocate Helium Injection Orifice 
ECPB00645A Auxiliary Helium Injection Line Support 
ECPB00716 TNvPTA Nose Spike Removal 
ECPB00765 Hardwire Existing Strain Gages - MPTA 
ECPB00792 Revise Range of Delta-P Transducer Across LOX Screen 
ECPB00795 installation of Orifice in GOZ Vent System 
SSME 
ECP072 POGO DFI (Partial) 
-6­
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3.0 Test Operations 
3.1 Countdown and Test Sequence 
The countdown for Static Firing Z was initiated at 075747 on 19 Mlay 1978
 
with the start of Sequence Si.
 
L02 and LH2 systems' chilldown was initiated at 0802. At 0822, LHZ
 
slowfill to 2% was begun. The transition to LH2 fast fill occurred at 0835.
 
LO2 slow fill to 20/ was initiated at 0854.
 
The 60% LH2 level indication (71. 82% actual) was received at 0857 and
 
recirculation start was initiated. -The 98% LEZ level was achieved at 0905.
 
After start of L-2, replenish at 0910, the recirculation pumps cavatated.
 
Recirculation was stopped and the pre-valves opened. A subsequent attempt
 
to start recirculation also resulted in pump cavitation. After a drawback, the
 
pmps were restarted and performed satisfactorily. A more detailed discussion
 
of the recirculation system problem and the corrective action is included in
 
Section 4.1 of this report.
 
L02 2% level reached at 0908 and fast fill was initiated.
 
At approxnnately 0930, leaks were noted on the eighth level of the stand.
 
A hold in the loading operation was initiated at this time and the red crew
 
dispatched to the stand to investigate. The leaks were repaired and the crew
 
returned to the TCC.
 
LOZ fast fill was reanatiated at 1028 and ternminated at the 98% level at 1109.
 
LH2 replenish was reinitiated at 1117.
 
A LOZ loading sensor special test was performed while instrumentation
 
personnel performed measurement adjustments on the stand.
 
The instrumentation crew returned to the TCC at approxzroately 1330 and the
 
count was resumed. Sequence 4 was initiated at 1334.
 
In Sequence 4, a problem was experienced in lighting the three free hydrogen 
burnoff system ignaters. Engines #1 and #2 igniters lit satisfactorily, but the 
igniter for Engine #3 failed to ignite. A red crew was sent to the stand to 
investigate. Repeated attempts to ignite the #3 burner were unsuccessful. 
The crew was brought back and the decision made to proceed without the 
"3 igniter. 
SD78-SH-0125 
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3.1 (continued) 
The auto sequence was initiated at 1401 and continued without hold through 
the firing period. The engines ran for the planned duration. 
Simultaneous drain of LOZ and LH2 was initiated at 1417. Dramn was 
complete at 1534. 
3.2 Test Events
 
Significant events for MPT SZ-001 are presented in Table 3.2-1.
 
3.3 Facilty 
3.3.1 A post static firing inspection of the flame deflector and associated 
High Pressure Industrial Water System Plumbing was conducted. There was 
no structural damage found to either the deflector or associated plumbing. 
Likewise, the flame pattern exhibited no hot spots on the deflector surface. 
3.4 Software 
The MPT Software performed as expected. There was a failure of the FID 
buffer readout; however, this was considered a minor problem and had 
previously been documented as DRX0167-98. The problem has since been 
corrected by SVS MMN-0211. 
3.5 Data Processing 
The data processing for analog inputs to digital recording systems is working 
satisfactorily. 
(a) 	 A few manor problems were encountered; however, and are corrected 
or in work via data souawks. 
(b) 	 More attention was placed on wdeband data for this test due to test 
duration and power level. The significant data anomalies fall into 
the wideband area such as: 
(1) 	 16.5 Hertz noise on one CBW system (100 channels of data). The 
noise level is between six to ten percent of the total data range 
which interfers with data analysis. This problem is under 
investigation oy the test data data acquisition facility. 
-8--
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3.5 (continued) 
(2) A large nurnber (34) of POGO measurements are not working 
or the signal is going into saturation. The saturation problem 
is probably an over range of instruments on approximately 20 
channels with the rest of measurernents under investigation via 
data squawks. 
(3) 	 The Orbiter and test stand overpressure measurements are 
producing signatures which were not expectea. No known 
reason exists at this tune to explain data, but the problem 
is under investigation. 
(4) 	 Four out of five acoustic measurements are not working 
properly. The measurements are under investigation via 
data squawks. 
-9­
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TABLE 3.Zl. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS FOR TEST MPT-S2 
EVENTS TIME OF DAY
 
Start Propellant Load 08:02.30 
Chillown in Progress 08:11.00 
LH2 Solid 2% Going to Fast Fill 08:35.00 
LH2 Solid 5% - Fast Fill 08:35.45 
LH Solid 20% 08:54.00 
L02 Start Slow Fill (2%) 08:54.00 
LH2 601 Flashing 08:56:45 
Start LH2 Recirc Pump 08:57.05 
LOZ 2% Flashing 09:00.15 
L2 80% Flashing 09:04.00 
LH2 98' Flashing 09:05.50 
L02 2% Solid 09:08.50 
L02 Fast Fill Open 10 Solid 10:29-30 
L02 20 Wet 10:36.00 
LO2 40% Wet 10:40.50 
L02 60Z Ilet 10:49.00 
LOz 80. Flashing ":53.10 
L02 9&' Flashing :09.50 
L02 1Et Flashing :29.15 
LH2 100% Flashiny .28.50 
Start Auto Sequence :02.40 
Engine Ready :09.55 
Engine Start :11.30 
Run Time - #1 - 19.17
 
#2 - 20.85
 
#3 - 20.73
 
Engine Off
 
LH2 Prevalves Closed 14:13 
Initiate Propellant Drain 14:17.30 
L42 Drainback in Progress 14:20.30 
LOz Drainback in Progress 14:30.00 
LO2 Drain Complete 15:19.00 
LH2 Drain Complete 15:34.40 
M*O05 Complete 15:35.45 
- 10 ­
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4,oXGI 
LL 
.BN-ANALYSIS 
Pro mls-on Systems 
L.l.l Main Propulsion Systems (NT-S) - integrated 
The Orbiter Main Pronulsaon Suosystem (MPS) , uzlzing three E 
Space Shuttle main engines (S-s), and assz.sed by vwo solid 
rocket boosters (SRB) during the initial phases of the ascent
 
trajectory, provides the veloc2zy crement and thrust vector 
control from liftoff to a predetermined velocity prior to orbiz 
insertion. The MPS includes the SSM's, and has subsystem com­
ponents installed on the External Tank (ET) as well as on the 
Orbiter MPS operatzon begins with preparation for propellant
loading and ends after landing. The MPS cons-sts of the 
followuig sub-systems: 
a. 	 Prooellant Feed to Main Engines 
b. 	Propellant Fill and Drain 
c. 	 Engine Pre-szart Propellant Conditioning 
d. 	 ET Pressurizat on Control 
e. 	 Pneumatic Valve Actuation, Man Engine C.{e Purge & Tine 
3epressnrizazon 
f. 	 Main Engine 0-12 Purge 
g. 	Propellant Management
 
h. 	 Space Shuttle Main Eng:nes (CFE) 
z. 	 Engine Heat Shield 
j. 	Pogo Suppression (not applicable to S2-001) 
All of the test objectives pertaining to the MPS delineated in 
the Derailed Test Plan for Test No. MET-S2 were essentially met 
The on-size quicF look data review for static fiing MPT-S2 
noted the following anomalies­
a. 	 Cavtatiaon of the _F2 recirculazon _tumps during the count­
down. This was caused by back pressure in the Ha vent system 
choking off the high noint bleed flow The site :s issuing 
a CR to modify the vent system. 
b. 	 The engine A3 nozzle was discolored. This :s attrobuted to 
afterburnng caused by a leaking main fuel valve. The valve 
has 	been replaced The nozzle is okay as is.
 
c. 	The engine #3 inlez pressure measurements snfted badly 
during the firing rtun the IF2 oressure annroachang the red­
line. This was nredicted by SD instiamenat-on as these 
transducers are not i sulated. They -fill be insulated for 
static firing #3. 
-iS -
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4 1.1.1 Prooellanz Loading. 
Samlih:-ed loading and instrumentation schematics for the LH2 
and 	!02 systems are presented in Figures IL.l.l.j-j tbrougn -4 
Figures L.l..l- and -2 for _. These measurements represent 
the 	data wnich has oeen reviewed for zhis report. Timellnes for
 
the 	TH2 and _D,, rankings are included as Figures 4.1.1.1-5 and 
-6 respective1 . 
.li1 UH2 Tanking Procedure. 
The 	 only restriction on hydrogen tanking was an ET maximum 
tank pressure of 20 psig to prevent a pressure cycle (the 
loading procedure was written w-i-n a 10 tsig l"m"z to insure 
that the 20 psag would not be violated) 
a. 	Perform in--al facility and vencle chill by flowing cold 
gas from the barge storage tank pressurization vanor-zer 
through the system and out nrougn the ET vent valve. 
o. 	 Initially -fill tne facility and venn-cle to the 2% level by 
pressurizing the oarge storage zanks to 65 psig and flowing 
Uib 	into tne system tnrougn the facility slow fill valve.
 
F1o5w during this period was estimated to be about 1000 gpm. 
c. 	 Fast fill to the 98% level by flowing througn the facility 
fast fill valve. Flow during tzns period was approxmzely
 
12,350 gpm average.
 
d. 	Top to te 100% level througn the fa6lity slow fl!. (FCV07) 
and reolenish (1_oV,05) valves at a flow in excess of 1000 
e. 	 Maintain the 100% level -wth the reolenish valve. 
- 12 ­
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L.2 H2 Tankng Discussion 
a. Timeline
 
The secuence of events for the _E2 zran ng are !lsted below. 
The times of events were obtained from the E'-storian's Log 
excemt those designated (-) which are from the DEE. All 
times are referenced to T-O of 78:139:14:10:56.010. 
Time, Seconds Event
 
-22,101 Start LEM chaldown 
-20,87i 8tart L2 slow fjll 
-20,575 () LM at 0.5% sensor 
-20 7O (4) LH2 at 2% sensor 
-20,253 (') LH2 at 3% sensor 
-20,239 (4) LIE at 1 sensor 
-20,16L Start LH2 fast fll 
-20,137 LH2 at 5% sensor 
-20,100 (4) L112 at L% sensor 
-20,098 (') LM at 10% sensor 
-19,773 (H) EM at 2% sensor 
-19,3Li (H) ES at LCP% sensor 
-18,900 (-) L:iM az 60% sensor 
-18,859 Recre p-umns on 
-18,L59 (4) LM at 80% sensor 
-18,Ln L112 at 98% sensor 
-18,376 (4) LH2 at 100% sensor 
-18,369 (LM E at 100.3% sensor 
-18,360 Stao fast fill 
-18,347 (4) faL at 101.0% sensor 
b. ET YM Ullage Pressure 
Figure L.,1-7 - AL8P9Ll2E, ET LE2 ullage pressure 2. 
For system ch-lldown and tanking the miaxami- ET ullage 
pressure occurs during facili:y cbaj down. The measured 
value of 5.8 psig agrees with the RI comnuuer vredaczaon 
of 5.L± psag. 
A second smaller pressure peak of 3.k psig occurs during 
fast fill. Several addataonal pressure peaks are -ndicated 
at awroxaiately T-17,500 and T-11 ,000 see. These were a 
result of uliage pressurization associated with recirc pump 
restart azems (See preconditioning discussion). All 
nressures are below the max-mum ET cycle lmiz of 20 psig. 
ETo anomalies were observed in ullage pressure during the LMS 
loading. 
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C;- S L2 F/D line and Orb/C-SE I/F Tenmerature 
Fagure L.l.l.-8 - AIlIT98E9, _NTS fill line zemterazure 
Figure L.l.l.l-9 - GLLT8705H, Orb/C-SE I/F temperature 
Both measurements 2.dicace that the hydrogen reached liqu-d 
ce~erazure at a~proximately -20,750 seconds. The off-scale 
high andications subsequent to -!7,000 are associated with 
recira mumn attemoted starts. (see pre-condrtaonang) 
d. Orb/GSE L !/F and Fast Fill Valve (IMS-lO1) Pressures 
Figure 4.i.ii.-io - GhlP870oH, Orb/GSE I/F Pressures 
Figure L'.i.l - FILn9761 , Fast Fll Valve (Y7i-Ol) 
inlet Dressure 
The nressure t.me .nstoraes indicate several anomalies. The 
first pressure splke at - 2 O,1 61L seconds (Figure L 1.1.1-10) _s 
caused by the openng of the main facility fil1 valve (MTlo1) 
and the passage of warm I2 (traped at the valve inlet) 
through the ststem. This .s normal and expected. 
With fast fill comlet-on, facility valve IVlO was closed, 
followed almost immediazely by the ovening of the Orbiter 
topping valve and the closing of the inboard fill and drain 
valve. This secuence caused the pressure surge shown on 
figure L.1.1.l-O at -l8,3h'O sec. A second peak was seen at
 
-17,650 seconds with the closure of the outboard fill and
 
drain valve. 
The two pressurization cycles; shown in both figures, between 
-16,000 seconds and -14,000 seconds were performed to permit
leak checking of the facility drainl !ies -n which a major 
hydrogen leak had been detected. 'Redcrew personnel were 
able co sufficiently reduce the flow from a leakana Marmon 
flange that the test was resumed. Venting of the transfer 
system-, prior to the crew entering the ares, is shown in both 
figures at atmroxmazely -17,000 seconds. At about -10,000 
seconds flow to the vehicle was reintroduced and hydrogen 
loading was satisfactorily completed. 
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e. ?lowrate 
To flowmeer is installed in the M22 main f-ll system so flow­
rates must be determined from the moint sensors in the ET LH2 
tank or from the delta P sensors. As of this writing the delta 
P data has not been evaluated. The following average flow­
rates between point level sensors is based on the first flash
 
of each sensor as recorded in the historians log (DEE data was
 
inconsistent for this purpose). This is reflected in Figure
 
4.1.1.1-5.
 
Level -Volumne Time Flow
 
From-To (Gallons) (Minutes) (GPM)
 
0.5% - 2t 5,686 2.60 2,187
 
2% - 5% 11,449 5.18 2,209
 
5% - 1o% 8,o84 1.10 7,349
 
10% - 2 68,81h 5.30 12,984 
20% - 40% 90,94o0 6.98 13,022 
1O% - 60% 90,901 7.52 12,093 
60% - 80% 91,327 7.78 11,734 
80% - 98% 9,941 0.83 11,929 
f. LH2 Poi-nt Sensor Oeration
 
As of this writing,analysis of the point sensor operation is
 
.
not complete. Due to computer buffer saturation, DK data 
on point sensor operation is rejected. PCIM and SATS daza 
from the Slidell Computer Complex, duving the tanking 
operation, is smIlarly unusable due to samplng rates and 
"hinning" procedures. Fortunately, the discrete data from 
the sensors in zhe 98% to 101% areas is recorded on PCM and 
can be made available by special reouest. This data will be 
analyzed upon receipt. 
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.l.1!.3 LO2 Tankng Procedure 
Reszriczons on L02 tanking were: (a) maximum flowraze limized to 
3500 gm to mrevenc flow induced vibration := the Orbiter/C-SE 
disconnect sooliece bellows, (b) maximum IT L02 zank pressure 
was 	 limited to 18 psag to avoid creating a tank pressure cycle 
(the procedure was written with a 16 _sag l 't to insure that 
the 	18 psig would not be "r-olazed), and (c) mnimum ZT £02 tank 
pressure at tank levels above M% was restricted to 0.5 psg to
 
meet tank structural requirements. 
a. 	initially ch11 the facility lines by a gravirty flow of L02 
from the vented barge storage tanks our through the system 
dump valve (047110) and through the -1. 
b. 	Continue facility chill by pressurizing the barge storage 
tanks Go 38 psig. 
c. 	 initiate Orbiter chill and f-ll by bringing on one 250 gpm 
relen-ish pump,- throttling flow with the renlenisn valve, 
LCV lL, and venzig the challdown vapors zhrough the E7 L02 
tank vent valve. Mainta n L02 at Orbiter ECO sensors. 
d. 	Fill the ET to the 2% level utilizing the full :low capacity 
of the 250 gpm replenish nump. 
e. 	 F11 the ET to the 98% level utilizing three 1000 gm main 
pumps (one from each barge) and one 250 gpm replenish pump. 
f, Ton to the'10l% level with one 250 m pumD. 
g. 	IVumntan tne 100% level wih the replen-sh system. 
4 i.l.l.4 _o2 Tanking Discussion 
The L02 loading system performed satisfactorily Several large 
leaks were discovered on the iD2 Barges but were sucn zhat they 
could be reduced to an accepzaole level. - No other ser:ous 
anomalies were noted. 
a. 	 Timeline 
The sequence of events for the L02 tankang is listed below
 
The t nes of events were outained from the H-szorzan's Log
 
and from the DEE (-). All times are referenced io T-O of
 
78:13 9 :k:l0: 56.0i0. 
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Time, Seconds 	 Event O k~OR QUAULI' 
-22,101 	 Start LO,, challdown 
-21,926 Start i0- gravity cnfl 
-20,986 Pressurize barge storage tanks 
-20,031 Start repl. pump-initiate Orb 
chili/fill 
-19,055 Start initial fill to 2% 
-18,690(4) :02 2% sensor ­
-18,606(-) W02 3% sensor 
-17,a800 PCVt6-9 Failure 
-16,641 L02 5% sensor 
UH2 System Problems
 
-13,285 Start fast fill
 
-13,273() L02 10% sensor
 
-13,057(+) LOP 20% sensor 
-12,632(4) :,02 40% sensor 
-12,156(4) 1,0a 60% sensor 
-. 1,888(-') £02 80% sensbr -­
-11,541 Shutdown one 1000 gpm pump 
-11,226 Shutdown second 1000 gpm pump 
-10,901(-) 1_02 98% sensor 
-i0,8h6 Start Topping to 100% 
- 9,763(-) £02 99.85% sensor
 
- 9,725() Z 2 100% sensor
 
- 9,580(-) £O2 iO0.o% sensor
 
- 9,580H£02 100.15% sensor
 
o. 	 L02 ST Ullage Pressure 
Figure 4 1.1.1.12 - AL8P9L6ZI, ET Ullage Pressure No. 2 
LO T .iulage pressure is as expected during ch-lldown andfailing of the faci-lity, orbiter and ET The maximum -allage 
Pressure of 2.4 psig occurs during facility ch_1ldown. The 
small rise in Pressure at aoou -19,000 sec. occurred durang 
initial tank fill At approxamately -16,500 seconds tne 
Primary ET Vent Valve was closed putting the auxiliar=y vent 
line orifice into control. This oacK pressure is required
for tank structural stifness. In preparazion for the start 
of fast fall, the primary vent was opened (-13,300 sec.) 
The tank vented oefore the L 2 oarge pumps were brought up 
to speed. At the end of fast fill, the primary vent was again
opened, putting the orifice back in control for the remainder

of the prefarng period. 
The pressures are always below the ET maximum cycle limit
 
of 18 psag and aoove the tank mannmin of .5 psig when the
 
tank level is above 30%
 
c. 	 Fill Line Temperature 
--- Lure - "lT8725H 0rb/GE I/F Temnerature.l.l.--!3 
The data andicates znat laouad 02 arrived at the Oro/C-sE/i/r 
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az approxmately -20500 s'econds prior to branga--g ne re­
nlenisa Du= on line at -20031 seconds. A rise in 
temerature is seen after the renlenish rump comes on line 
d. Oroiter and Facility Line Pressure 
Figure [ 1.l.l-lL VLiSLOE8-, NIPS LOX Fill Line Press P227 
Fig-ure L, 1 1-25 cLI872LH, 
Fig re L.!1.l-.-16 FL!P9709H, 
Orb/C-S/i/F Pressure 
Main Pill Valve (MV109) Pressure 
Figure 4.±.± 1-17 F'LP970LH, PCVL69 Ouclet Pressure 
The orbiter and facility line pressures apneax zo be normal 
when comnared with the sequence of events. Tito anomalies 
have oeen idenrtzfed during data review. They are­
(1) 	 On Figure L.l.l.-il a pressure spike at anprox__aely 
-3000 seconds is !ndicated. Revie'T of all available 
data both unstream and downstream of this measurement. 
as well as discrete daza, does not suporm this anparent 
anomaly. It has been concluded that the "sni-,e" is bad 
data. ­
(2) Figure L-1.1.115 snows a significant reverse pressure 
spike at a-proximarely -11,000 seconds ±nveszgatlon 
has shown this to be zhe resall of valve sequencing 
such that the facilzy dump valve (MVIO) came open 
before the main fill valve (--Vl09) reached the closed 
pOS ion.
 
e. Flowra7e
 
The daza received from the faca-it.y flonmeters was inconclusive 
so thaz flowrat-es must oe dete-ined from the noint sensors in 
the ET 102 tank or from zhe delta P sensors. The following 
average flowrates between point level sensors is based on 
the firs- flash of eacn sensor. Delta P data conf-rms zae 
flow 	rates. This is reflected _a F ure L 1.1.1-6. Because
 
of a 	number of LOX leaks :n the doc/barge areas, the tanking 
urocedure nad zo be ecxzended before the szart of Fast Fill.
 
During Fast Fill the 3500 xPm flow 1m-catzcon ras exceeded 
slightly (apProxim-',eIy 3600 gypm max.) The test conductor 
1ias maan=ainang 3500 gym as indicamed to h,-_ by a -ane! meter 
This is well wthra- the meter tolerance. 
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Level Volume Time Flow
 
From-To (Gal-ons) (Minutes)
 
2% - 5% 	 L,2L h.15 124 
5% - 10% 11,908 56.13 212
 
10% - 20% 12,949 3.60 3597
 
2c% - L0o% 25,018 7.08 3532
 
Lo% - 60% 27,838 7.93 3509 
60% - 8011 15,67o LLL7 3508 
8o% - 98% !*,095 16.45 2L37 
98% - 99.85% 2,651 -18.97 14o 
99.85% - 100% 215 o.63 339 
!00% - -00.15% 215 2.32 89 
I 	 N 2 Point Sensor Operation
 
As was stated for i2, as of this writing point sensor opera­
ton nas noz oeen completely evaluated due to a lack of adequate 
data. The sensor onerazion in the top of the ET L 2 tank will 
be evaluated from PCM daza unon receapt of zhat data. 
4.1.1.1.5 	L 2 Replenish
 
Relenisn 	flowrates are unkno-un because no useful information -gas 
received from flowmerer FEID5. 
L 1.1.1.6 LO2 Replenasa 
The ouruz from the WO2 replenish flowmeter was 
However, no other anomalies are known. 
4.1.1.1.7 	 ia2 System In Auto Sequence and Engane Firing 
The I-_ as2 loading 	system performed expected. 
4.1.1.1.8 	 LO2 System In Auto Sequence and Engine Firing 
The LOP loading system performed as expec-ed.
 
.1.l.l. 9 ZH2 Dezankang Procedure
 
nconclusive.
 
The only restrction on the off-loading of 12 was that the 1T2 
tank ullage pressure was not -to exceed 16 psig. 
a 	 Configure the barges for drainback by opening tank vents and 
main line valves. 
b. in the 	zest stand, open the main fill valve (MVlO1) 
c. 	Open the Orbiter outboard fill and drain valve.
 
d. 	Pressurize the ZT L2 tank to not greater than 10 psig. 
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a. Open the Orbiter inboard fzfl! and drain valve and drain oack 
to oarge. Do not increase ET tanlk pressure above 16 psag. 
L.1.l .O E Dean-king Discussion 
Drain of the LN- tank was accomnl:sned without incident, as can 
be seen U c..18,in Figufe 	 rank ullage pressure Tiames 
2 

on tne chart are referenced to T-O. 	 I
The 	average flow was 7500
 
-gm.
 
. .l Detaaklng Procedure 
Restrictions on off-loading of LOP were that flow -was not to exceed 
3500 gV_ (as controlled by Orb/CmS interface fillline orifice), 
ET LO tank initial ullage pressure not to exceed 7 ps.g (to 
establish proner inlet conditions to the flow limnaing orifice), 
and thaz the Ororter fill and drain valves were not to be onerated 
with a delta P across either of them :--nexcess of 50 psid 
a. 	Onen the outboard fill and drain valve after the first
 
pressurizing between it and the facilaty m -n fill valve 
(MV109) to equalize pressure across M79. (3oa the inboard 
and outboard fill and drain valves are closed at the end of 
auto-seouence) 
b. 	 Close main dump valve ( 10-0), pressure control valve 
(PcvL6 9 ) and pressure control bypass (OvLLL) 
c. 	 Open MITl09 and olock valve (-F!08). 
d. 	 Pressurize main fill- line to reduce delta F -cross inoeard 
fll and drain valve 
e. 	 Open inboard fill and drain valve, ,MVLLL and -?CV469 seq­
uenzially, but n rapid order. 
L.l.l.l.12 LO Decankang Discussion 
Off-loading of TO2 was accomlished as exneczed and wznout 
incident as can be seen by Figures L.lo.!-19, ET LOP UllagePressure, and L.l..120. Orbiter 1_0 -ill Line Pres~ure. 
Detanking was initiazed with a 7 psag ullage pressure and was 
increased to 9_nsig after annoroximateiyanites. _ xs .s. 
sufficient tme to reduce the L02 head in the tank so that the 
inlet_ressure to the flow lmtiag orifice does not cause lo_ t o 
exceed 3500 gm. Average drain flow was 2600 gpm. 
The pressure rise - the L02 Fill Line (Figure L.iwl.-0), until -ne 
opening of the outboard fill & drain valve at approxinazely 950 
seconds, was due to trapped L.02 in -he line oellows and valves. 
This condition is nom anomalous, but the magnrzade of the pressure 
is greater than wil be seen in flight cecause of the 
shorter duration of a locked-up condition for flagnt. 
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L 1.1.2 Pressurization SysZeM. Pressurzataon system nerformance for the 
ET 1:1 nd LOp tanks is nresented an Figures L 1.1.2-1 through -1 L included 
are tank ullage pressire histories, pressuranz character-sozcs at tne Orb/ET

interface, OBiC-SE interface pressure, and ORB/SSIME 2nterface pressurant 
characoeristics for wnich Engine Yo. 1 Twas selected as representative. 
Uflage pressures -n coth tanks were maintained vi-chin the prepress and press­
urization control bands. Ullage pressure oversnooo, whien occurred during

M_$T_-SF102. was solved oy an orifice modificazon to the CSE neliam sapply 
valves. The T-F test to2 prepress control band was L3-L6 psia for this 
avoid countdown recycling due to erroneous SS1E transducer information. Base­
line jK9 prepress control band is Ll- L psia. 
Orb/SSm interface pressurant characteristics were as exected during the
 
firing. Cro/SSME interface C-GHmressurant pressures and temperarures were 
reasonaoly s~r lar for the three engines C0oz pressures ranged from a low 
of about 2300 psza for Engine No 2 to a high of about 26L50 psza for Engzne 
No 3. Orb/SSE interface zemperavires ranged from 2450F for Engine No. 2 
to 3250F for Engine No. 3 at engine cutoff command. The G02 pressurant 
temperature dad not stabilize during the 15 second firing due to the slow 
response of the SMA heat exchangers, but the GO2 cemperature transient 
characoerasoac was evident in prevaous single engine tests. a,, pressurant 
temperature at the Orb/ET interface -qas below the SCD minimum f-r 70%' 
power level, cut as consistent ,,ith more recent engine data "which-ndlcates a 
different Temperature vs. power level characteristic Than that -r the Oro/T TD. Pressur-zation duct pressures at the Orb/ST interface and ST oraface 
inlet were near the expected values2 except for the tO2 flow control valve,
 
wnch cycled once during the start transient- The pressurizacaon flow control
 
valves did not cycle during the firing The ., flow control 7alves remai-ned 
closed as the ullage pressre drooped nredicaoiy from the L3-6 psaa prepress 
control oand .o the 32-3L ps-a mainstage pressurization control cand. The
 
NP flow control valves remained onen in order to supply pressuraxn to 
maintain 20-22 psig ullage pressure (3L 7-36.7 psia at ground level). The 
orifices an the T02 flow control valves are s:zed to maitain 20-22 psig 
ullage pressure during flight. 
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4.1.1.3 Preconaionang
 
IL.l.l.3.1 132 Precondanconing (=2 Pecircuation, LH2 High Polnr fleed) 
For .- S2-00l a number of physacal and procedural changes had been 
incorporated to eliminate prevously-zdentified problems and to 
better aid in verificatzion of system nerformance. One of the major 
procedural changes was to zurn the recirc putms on prior to fastfill zerminazon. For this zest the pimps were turned on az the
 
6$ level. As predacted, stable p'o' operation was obtained, as 
seen on Figure L.l.l.3.1-la (-8.870_sec to -8,380 sec). 
However, snorTly after fast fill zermination the pumps cavizated. 
Examinazion of the available daze plus verbal information from 
cognizant personnel has establisned that the incident was the 
result of dosegn problems with the facility rather than an 
inherent deficiency of the LM2 precondionang system. 
During fasz fill the main fill valve (MV01)and the tooing/
 
replenash valve (LCV105) were open and the slow fill valve
 
(FCV7107) was closed; flow entered the orbizer system througn the
 
inboard fill. and drain valve (PV12). Refer to Figure 4.1.1.1-1
 
for valve locations. As noted earlier, zhe recarc pumps were
 
turned on during fast fill and operated stably. At fast fill
 
termination zhe topping mode is activated by closing MVO. The
 
desired (-CD) topping rate is 9-11 rb/sec (920-1120 gpm). Inas­
much as the range of the topping flowmeter (nPi-05) is only 0-300
 
gpm a-t was assumed that a nominal topping rate of 1000 gpm could 
not be attained througn LCVi05, consequently FCV107 was opened 
aprox-mately 50% to help assure zhat an adequate topping rate was 
aztained. Prior experaence had shown that, with zhe facility 
valves in zhe noted posiztons, high Orb/GSE I/F pressures result, 
zhereby causing relief valve (RVI) to open (33 psag crackang
 
pressure). To avoid openine the relief valve, MV1OL was opened
 
to zram the I/F pressure by dumping fluid anto the facil ty vent
 
system. The flow from MVO ) was dumped into a ' faclity line
 
also used by the 122 hign point bleed system and the RTLS dump
 
system. Fressures on the order of 10 psig were developed in the
 
facality vent line, as shown :n Figure )'.1.l.3.1-2 (T-18,350 sea).
 
Inasmuch as zhe pressure in.the orbiter 17" line is on zhe order
 
of 3.5 psag (2.5 psi hydrostatic head plus 1.0 psig ullage 
pressure), vapor flowed into zhe 1 7 " line through the high point 
bleed line. The inflow of vapor displaced lIcuid in the 17" line 
and resulted in recirc pnmn cavitation. 
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A addit:onal problem has been noted relative to the ronpang rate. 
The tolp ing flow enters the orbiter system through the retlenisa 
valve (?7n3), after wnach it merges with the recirc return flow 
going to the ET. High zongn flow rates can cause high pressure 
dros in the recirc return l!ane, thereby causing a reduction in 
recrc num_ flow. -- Figure L~j. 3 .1-1a (T-18.380 see) it Is 
seen that the recirc m= delta P dad go hign durng toping, 
indicative of reduced flowrate. The calculated flow rate during 
the topnng period is O.L9 lb/sec. 
The calculated pressure drop througn the orbiter replenisn system
 
is 9.0 psi at a topping rate of .1.0 lb/sec. With 2.8 psi hydro­
static head at the Orb/GSE T/F plus 1.0 nsag ET ullage pressure 
the expected max interface pressure would be 12.8 ps-g. On 
Figure h.l..1-3 it is seen that the 0rb/GSE z/p pressure was 
avproximarcely hO psig during the topping perod ('--'8 380 see)
 
resulting n a orbiter system delta P of 36.2 psZ. Tt-'8-i.o = 
36.2 psi) The estimated tonping flow is 22.06 lb/sec
 
(11 36.2 = 22.06 lb/sec)1 or 2250 gpm. Althougn the high
 
1 9.0 
to_,ng rate is not considered to be the princaal cause of tne
 
recirculation pump cavmnazion, fl was a contributing factor inas­
much as the reduced recre pum_ flow tends to cause more of the 
system heat load to go to evaporation rather than to bulk heat-ng
 
of the liauid. It as to be emphasized, however, that recarc pump
 
cavitation could be caused by excess back pressure in the recirc 
return line, and pumn cavitation might have been encountered even 
if the bigh fac"-ty vent lane pressure had not been encountered 
concurrently. 
If there is any "culnrat" _n the piump cavitation event, it may be 
considered zo be the lack of facili y flowmeter to measure topping 
flowrate. The absence of a suitable flowmeter caused the test 
conductor to onerate "blnd", thereby resulting in the sequence of 
events that resulted in im_ cavitation. 
To helT avoid recurrence of recirc pmp cavitation due to nign 
pressure in the fac ilty vent lane, the -NSTL facility as being 
modxf~ed to add a new section of 3" diameter lane to duct the _ 2 
high point bleed flow to the 18" vent line independent of flow 
from valves TCV106 and 3mV104. it is recommended that a sui-able 
topping flowmeter be incorporated into the facility as soon as 
poss3ble. Until a flowme-cer is available, the Orb/C-SE I/F pressure 
(G41P8704H) may be used as a guide. For the ICD toppuing range of 
9-11 lb/sec (920-1120 gum) the antacipated interface pressure is 
9.8 to 12.8 psig. It is recommended that during toping the
 
interface pressure be maintained in the range of 10-!3 psag
 
(reple-sh valve PVIT3 open, and inboard F&D valve P1712 closed)
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The to-rping flow should be attained initially witn LCV105 alone. 
Subsequent ad3ustments to the position of LCVl-05 and/or the 
vartial openang of FC7t107 should be made on the basis of the 
observed I/F pressure. 
After a down ueriod to fix a facility leak the vapor in the 
orbiter 17" line was expelled by a brief drainback period, and 
the recirc rnmos were reactivated. Stable operataon was attained 
as shown by the nimp delta P curve on Figure 4.1.1.3-lb. At 
T-lO,150 sec renlenish flow was initiated. The rec-rc nnms 
continued to operate stably after replenish initiation but the 
recirc flow dropped sligntly in resonse to the added back 
pressure produced by the replenish flow. With stable rec-rc 
muno operation the engine inlet temnerature requirements were 
easily met. Figure L.ll.3.1-4 shows the engine inlet conditions 
obtained from MYTT-S2-OOl. The values were very close to predicted 
and the prestart conditions were well within the engine preszart 
box. it i-s noted that for this tesc the ullage pressure was set 
at L3-6 psia instead of the baseline range of '1,43 psia. The 
higher pressures were used to compensate for errors in the 
instrumentation for the "engine ready" signal, thereby helting 
to avoid an unnecessary firing 2nhibit signal. 
On the basis of data from MT-S2-001 at is concluded that the LM 
preconditioning system is satisfactory. Observed anomalies are 
exlained by problems originating in zn_ facility. Resolution of
 
the physical and procedural problems in the facity snould
 
prevent a recurrence of the rec-rc pnmp_ cavitation problem.
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k.1.3.2 L02 Preconditioning (102 Overboard Bleed. Antigeyser) For 
M=T-S2-OOl the ED2 preconditioning system Tor.ced satisfactorily. The engine 
inlet restart temneratures were wichin 7he start box, and the HOP discnarge 
was suocooled. This '"ormation is shown in -Figure L.l.l. 3 .2-1. The under­
lined measurements in the Tacle of Figure L 1.1.3 2-! are the ones used for 
the figure. Althougn the pressure levels are clustered towara the lower 
pressure side of the presmarz oox, veroal information from tesz ooservers 
indicates that the pressures actually -ere closer to the predicted values 
The only problem was procedural. For this tesz the oleed flow had seen 
adjusted to 80 gpm, based on verbal informazon. Althougn the desired range
is 69.5 to 75.9 gpm (11-12 lb/sec ), the 80 gpm is closer to the desired range 
than had been obtained in previous tests. iowever, at T-L5O sec. the bleed 
flow was Inexnl~Cably increased to amnroxnately 2.05 g-rm. Figure hL.l.l. 3 .2-2 
shows the Orb/CS bleed I/F nressure during auzosequence 
The only effect of the anomaly ;as to degrade evaluation of the baselzne
 
system. For fuzcre tests it is recommended that the bleed flow control valve (FCV!.12) be rreadjusred to a bleed raze of 70-75 g-pm wth 100 load and 
vented ET; readjustment should be made only if ae desired rate 2s noz azzain­
ed az the 100% level. 
For this test the auxiliary helium bubbling system was amlemented for the
 
anzageyser line. Inasmuch as the helium flow as controlled by an or-ifce
 
in the ET system, there was no apparent change an anzgeyser system operation
from previous tests. The estimated Orb/ET i/F temperature vas -295 50F 
during aun-osequence as opposed to the maximum allowaole temperature of 
-291.70F As in previous tests, there was no zemperature spike in the engine 
inlet temperature during autosequence-drain-oack.
 
Based on daza from MT-82-O01 and previous teszs it is concladed 7naz the 
:_D _ preconditioning system is satisfactory Pre-sezzing the oleed control 
valTe and avoiding readjustments during a test will aid in a more comleze 
verification of oaseline system performance. 
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Propellant Feed System. Propellant feed system performance ns.1.. 
presented 'n F-gures 4 l.l.-1 thGrougn -10. Overall engin.e inlet conaizons, 
and N-PSP, expanded plots for £12 pressure transientspressure, temperature, 

and Wa start pressure zrans:ent are provided for Engine No. 2 wnlch was
 
selected as ty-ical. 1_O) surge pressures during snutdown are provided for
 
Engine No. i and Engine To. 2 inlets. The oroeilan-c feed system performed
 
as expeczed for MPT-SY2 excent that during engine shuzdow , peak 1O% engine
 
inlet pressures differed more than expected for tne three engines fith
 
Eng. No. 1 inlet pressre oeing hianer than predaczed. Feedline pressures
 
for steady state flow were Achzn predicted !=i-ts and NTSP edulreme.zs
 
were met For MPT-SF2, both the engine start and sbutdown commands were
 
staggered. The engines were started at .120 second intervals. Eng.ne
 
shutdown was initiated by Engine No. 2 w¢hich was followed after 1.8 seconds
 
by both Engine No. 2 and Engine No. 3. For enge shutdown, L05 surge 
pressures were approxmnately 62 psi at the orb/SSt'2 interf-ace. and peak 
_
1ez pressure for Engine No. 1 was 175 psia. Maximum design operazng 
pressure is 199 psaa for the 12-nch feedlanes. An increase in the WO2 
This increase isInlet Pressure for Engine No. 1 was noted after cutoff. 
greater than predcted and i-s beng investigated. Mnamam 0rb/SSl LO2 
inlet pressure was 68 nsaa during engine start. l-,i start slumn wTas aeglag­
able and the shutdown surge pressure was about 2.5 ei. 
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L 1.1.5 Pneumatic Systems 
L-.1.l.5.! Helium System. The performance of the Helium System was 
d'fferent Than zne recuired baseline because of an operational Change made 
necessary to avoid an engine shutdown in the event of a possibe-750psag ­
regulator failure. The operaztonal change performed was to open tne cross­
over solenoid valves prior to start of Auto Sequence. However, because of 
this change and the facz znar sne regulator for Engine No. I -gas operating 
out-of-spec high, vehicle supplied nelium for all tnree 'ngnes was 
supplied from the Engine No. I Storage Bottle. This suDly situation 
existed from start of Auto Sequence zhrougn post-firing surges except
 
for the subburner purge tame period. System friction pressure losses were
 
high enougn with the flowrat'e requirements for this purge to bring the 
individual engine regulazors on-line. 
The Storage Botle pressures and temperatures for Auto Sequence and Firing
 
are snown on Figures 4.1.l.5.1-1 through -8. The usage from Engine No. 1
 
Bottle versus 2 or 3 can oe easily seen on these figures.
 
The Oro/Sam interface pressures and temperatures during Auto Sequence and 
.Firing are presented on Figures 4.1.1.5.1-9 througn -1L These figures 
confirm the nigh regulazor pressure for E7ag-ne No. 1. They also show that 
tne Orb/SSZ interface pressure requ-rements of 700-800 psia were violated 
for Engine No. 1. All interface temperatures were within the recurements 
excepn for Purge Sequence 3 wnen the temperature dropped below the band 
oecause of the low puge rates. Thas nerformance was not expected. For 
the next flrig zest, it is recommended that the regulator component 
problems be fixed so that crossover valve omeration can be returned to 
normal. Also, mne problem with the regulator that supplies Engine No. 1 
snould be corrected. 
The Pneumatic Actua-tzon System performed as required for this test. 
Figure .l.l.5.1-15 shows the Surge Chamber pressure. The pressure was 
above the normal range of 700 -780 psag oecause of the high regulated 
pressure and tne open crossover valves. However, this pressure level does 
not creaze any problems.
 
4.1.1.5.2 GH2 Purge System. The 0H2 Purge System satisfied a' 
requirements during zhis zesz. The OrD/SSvm Interface pressures are 
shown on Figures 4 1.1.5.2-1 through -3. All three interface pressures 
were wizhan the required sands of 550-650 psia althougn Engine 1 was 
just barely above the minimum requirement. The Orb/SSim interface 
pressure was a 625 psag wnicn ns below the recuired load of 630-900 sig. 
This proolem Will De corrected for the nex-c test oy raising the fac-!Tty
C-N2 Purge regulator control band to 720 : 50 Psig. 
The Orb/SS%' interface temperatures were withn2 the required ranges. This 
data is presented on Figures 4.1.5.2-L through -6. 
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4 ±.±.6 PEBFOPMNGE 
The oneration of the SSME's appeared satisfactory and programmed
 
cuzoff's were achieved on all three engines.
 
POSITION ENGINE DURATION(Seconds) 
START TO CUTOFF COMiD T-Z_-O TO CUTOFF 
1 2001 18.85 15.10 
2 2003 20.53 16.90 
3 2002 2o.41 !6.9o 
Fzg-nres L.I.!.6-I through L.1.1.6-3 depict the SSD'E ma combustion 
cnamoer pressure start bulduv profiles zo the ooeective 70 percent 
power level. Sunerimnosed over the daza traces are the ICD build­
up envelopes and the proposed revision per h-RN 013h to modify the 
band to be representative of the present engine start sequence.
 
(N_0TE: The buldup envelopes are for a start to the 100 percenz
 
power level,)
 
Fgures 4.1.1.6-4 through L.l.l.6-6 present the complete firing 
chamber pressure data traces. No anomalies were noted. 
Table 4 1.1.6-1 is a comparison of zest data from the m'--T test
 
and the last accentance -es-c of the particular engines. A.lthough 
a detail data review has not oeen completed, tnere appears to be 
good correlazion and repeataoility.
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Engine 2001 1 2001 2002 1 2002 2003 I 2003 
Test Facility SET IFTA SET 1-TA SETV. 
Test llumoer 902-098 14PT-SF2 902-103 FT-SF2902-105 2'-SFl 
Date Z--78 t-o-8 7 9-o-78c-1l-'812-22-78 -.--
Slice Time, sac 65 o :L-oTo 55.0 15 To1 0 I1.0To 
Power Level j 0.70 0.70 I 0.70 0 70 I 0 70 0.70 
MCC Pr, psia 206-.2 2060 I 2065.L 2060 I 2067 5 I 20tLO 
Oxidizer Flott, GM 1 3C75.5 1 ;Ac0 I 3910 3 1 .cco 
Fuel FIov, OP'! 1Clh4 7 10S00 c07.1 1 10520 0Z EC650 
Oxd Freburner Pr, a 13090 6 -,200 3098.6 I 3129 I 3099.0 25CO 
H0T T'=nie T-p, - I i213.C0 1260 1 122L.9 I 1270 I 135.2 I !1!O 
Fael Pr.burner Pr. a 
HPFT Turbine Ten-t_, R 
j 3 -1 0.1 
15142.0 
I 
I 1510 
u2;0j!48.7 
165.0 
290 
1590 
I 31Z5 5 
I !71&6.5 
12I0 
1 !765 
I20T Sneed. RPM 1 367.1 1225 3kO 1 k2 1 L273 ± 1 4200 
HPOT Sneed, R, 219L4.4 I2aco 21977.6 I 2210O 12152-.5 I2±5c0 
IUFT Sneec, RPM 1331.5 11310C 132b7.L I 14CO 11397L.0 I 13CC 
HPFT Sneeci RP.! 
I'P0T Disch Pr, nsla 
OT Dis=-n Pr, ns _a 
j2b!c..61 
358 0 
1 3329 0 
285C0 
1 1,-, 
200 
j2di!6.2{ 335.1 
1 3069.0 
I 2CCO 
1 ILQp 
120397.5 
31.8 
6.,j2o.0 
12CSCO 
j r2 
27=0 
120T Disch Te-. 
Boost Disch Pr, psia 
I 
5031.2 1 
0 
"-825 
1 1a3.S; 
I 509.9 I zO 
ET_2 
I L 0 77 
.i 
6 
18.c 
L6;0 i 
Disch Pr. -sia 
IFT flisch ThT.m.a 
HPf'cT Disch Pr. nsaa 
I 202.8 
I Lj.3 
1 4!20 9 
1 
I 
1 
!co 
L 
co 
iO I 
203"9 
4.5 I 
1i06.L I 
2.2 
4cO 
I 218.3 
1,.7 
w123.3 
I[
[ 
212 
1.9 
4C00 i 
MayV PositionIc I 001 i 0.90 i1 0.902 1 770-H 
-N.bVPosition 
COY Posit2-on 
OPOV Posizion 
FPOV Position 
, 
I0 
0.6d 
51 I 
0.1 l 
85 
n.7! 
3.95 
0.67 
0-971 1 O 
1 0.71 Q 7r 
I 0.55d o 
I067B 1 .05 
0 -993 
.71)C7 
0.5o3 
0.700 
1 
1 
2.C 
C.5L 
0 70 
1 
I 
INDEENDMUS 
0xid Inlet Pr, psia 101.8 I 6 101 5 1 80 1C1.8 8c I 
Oxid inlet Temn. H I 163 6 1:6L. iW4 2 1 I 164.2 6.lS 
Fuel Inle 1sa - I1 44.2 I I6.2w'LP--, 2L57 _,.T 
Fuel Inlet Temp, R I 37.7 37.7 1 37.0 L .37.3 2 

1
Ox Pressurant Pr, 'siJ 2610 27L00 2520 i 25L0.0 I 2610 
Ox Pressurarn Tema. R I T85 7d2.0 ,0.0 I 7C2 
Fl Pressur- Pr, nsiA I 2 60 2260.0 I 2 00 2110.0 l_ _ 
Fl frcssuranr '2enn, R 1 302 45-7.0 1 -5 467.0 LLo 
MISCMLATEOUS 
NWSP (Oxidizer) 
?SP (Flel) I. 
60.0 
i8.o 
m6-Z . T0Y1 
7_ ,__ 1 
NOTE: All data at S=ITE COUDITIONS. 
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4.1.2 	 Propulsion Systems - Orbiter 
The main propulsion system configuration for Static Firing 
Number 2 was changed from Static Firing Number 1 as follows: 
1. 	Pneumatic System crossover valves were opened to provide
 
parallel operation of the He storage system.
 
2. 	 Pre-Valve and Fill and Drain valve thermocouples were moved 
from the valve actuators to the valve solenoid valves. 
3. 	The Engine 42 -0003 750 psig helium regulator was replaced
 
by a new -0003 regulator and the Engine i3 -0003 750 psig
 
helium regulator was replaced by a new -0004 regulator.
 
4. 	The three -0001 LH 2 Recirculation Pump Valves were replaced
 
by -0011 valves.
 
The Orbiter Main Propulsion system performed satisfactorily
 
throughout the test. System anomalies were minor in nature and
 
did not affect the outcome of the test.
 
4.1.2.1 Components
 
4.1.2.1.1 	Prevalve Performance. The L02 and LH2 prevalves functioned
 
normally throughout the test.
 
4.1.2.1.2 Vacuum Jacketed Lines. Performance of all vacuum jacketed
 
lines during the No. 2 static firing test was normal. Vacuum 
readings taken after the test show that all lines were within 
specification requirements for vacuum. The FHIS (MC271-0075-0018) 
line indicated a good vacuum. This was its first vacuum reading
 
after having been evacuated followin the first static firing.
 
Additional vacuum readings will be necessary before a decay 
trend can be established for this line.
 
Vacuum 	3acket surface temperatures which are monitored on lines
 
selected as representative of other vacuum jacketed lines were at
 
their expected temperature. L0 2 feedline (MC271-0074-0103)
 
surface temperature was the coldest at -20F. However, this MPTA­
Only-line has a heat short close to the sensor. The sensor was
 
moved to this location prior to The second firing from a location 
directly on the heat short where it indicated a -60F temperature 
during 	the first firing.
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4.1.2.1.3 Feedlane Inlet Pressure Transducers. LH 2 and L02 Main Engine 
Number 3 feedline inlet pressure transducers, V41P9396A and 
V41P9395A, showed lower than normal pressure readings during 
engine operation when compared with normal pressure readings on 
engines 1 and 2. This condition was expected to occur as the 
transducers on engines number I and 2 were insulated and the
 
transducer on Engine #3 inlet was not. This characteristic is 
caused 	by calibration shlifts resulting from thermal gradients 
within the transducer. It is recommended that the Main Engine 
-3 transducer be insulated. 
The pressure on the main engine #3 LH2 inlet pressure transducer 
went off scale high approximately 13.6 seconds after To . The 
engine number 1 and number 2 LH2 inlet pressures were normal 
throughout the test firing. It is probable that there is an
 
open circuit in the transducer bridge. It is recommended that 
the transducer be tested to determine failure mode and replaced
 
if defective.
 
4.1.2.1.4 	Point Sensors. Review of test data from the Rockwell procured
 
point sensor transducers (ET and Orbiter) and (ST and Orbiter)
 
point sensor electronics boxes indicates tnat they operated
 
properly except for the following:
 
The ST LOX point sensors 4, 3, 2 and L%, measurement numbers 
A48X986OW, A48X9861W, A48X9862W and A48X986SW were reported by 
NMC to stay in the dry mode during the tanking. ZMMC arid Rockwaell 
axe now troubleshooting the problem. 
LOX low level point sensors I and 3, measurement numbers 
V41XISS5X and V41X1557X, have a zero volts dc output signal 
during the whole test which is an indication of oad data or an 
open sensor circuit. However, an observer on the loading display 
panel reports that lights for these sensors indicated that they 
were functional.
 
4.1.2.1.5 Temperature Measurement. The surface temperature sensors for
 
measurements A41T9487E for the fill and drain valve and 
A41T9488H for the prevalve were reported,to be incorrectly
 
installed during static firing number one. This condition was
 
corrected for the second static firing as indicated by the
 
temperatures recorded during static firing number two. The
 
solenoid temperatures were as high as 2800 F prior to servicing. 
Following introduction of LH27 the frill and drain valve temperature 
was reduced to as low as -50OF and the prevalve temperature was 
reduced to as low as -200 F. These values are acceptable.
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4.1.2.1.6 	 LHI- Recirculating PuMrs. The performance of the recirculating 
pumps during static firing number two was in accordance with the 
specification except during the To-18400 to To-16800 time period.
 
(Transition from LH2 tanking fast flow to topping). Two 
irregularities were noted during this period. One was a spike in 
the pump differential pressure (approx. 12 psi) occurring at 
approximately To-l8300 and the other was pump cavitation occurring 
intermittently during the aforementioned time span. These two
 
anomalies were typical for all three pumps. The pump differential 
pressures (P701, P702 & P703), LH2 inlet pressure at the orbiter
 
interface (P228) and valve position data were analyzed to determine
 
the 	cause of the anomalies. Although some of the data were 
questionable, the following conclusions were drawn. 
The 	spike an the pump differential pressure was caused by the 
sequence of operation of the facility valves during the transition 
from fast fill to topping. Incorrect sequence of the facility 
valves will overload the vehicle recirculation-replenish line thus 
causing the recirculating pump to work against excessive back 
pressure resulting an a higher than normal differential or pump 
outlet 	pressure. Figure 4.2.1-1 shows the positions of the valves
 
during 	the time an question. At the time of the spike MV1O1 is 
closed 	and subsequently opened. This condition will overload
 
the 	vehicle replenish line. However, the spike lasted for only 
100 	 seconds because the facility cool down valve (TCV106) was 
opened 	and relieved the pressure.
 
The pump cavitation was caused by the presence of hydrogen vapor
 
at tne 	suction side of the pump resulting from the blockage of 
the 	high point bleed line. The high point bleed line and the 
facility cool down line discharge into a c6mmon pipe an the
 
hydrogen vent system to the burn stack. During the tame the high 
point bleed was venting into the common pipe the facility chill
 
down valve (TCV106) was opened discharging sufficient hydrogen 
into the common pipe to cause a back pressure on the high point 
bleed line. 
It as recommended:
 
1. A separate line discharging directly into the H2 vent 
line to the burn stack be provided for the hagn point
 
bleed.
 
2. 	The sequence of the facility valve operation during the
 
transition from fast fill to topping be investigated.
 
3. 	 The validity of the discretes for the concerned facility 
valve positions be verified.
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A.1.2.2 Feed System
 
4.1.2.2.1 	Differential Pressure Propellant Monitoring System. The 
differential Pressure Propellant ,Monitoring System (measurements 
V41P1464A(LH2 ) and V41P1564A(L02) is operating satisfactorily 
and essentially the same as on static firing #l. Proper full 
tank pressure levels of 2.63 PSID versus 2.7 PSID (predicted)
 
for LH2 and 67.5 PSID versus 65.8 PSID predicted for L02 were 
achieved. Accuracy at these valves for a full tank were within 
1.0% (LH2) and 2.6% (1,02) versus the 4% requirement. 
The output signals still exhibit the slow oscillations that were
 
experienced on the first static firing. The oscillations were
 
about 200 to 250 Mv (peak to peak) at 0.04 Hz with secondary
 
oscillations of 50 Mv (peak to peak) at I Hz. This problem has 
not occurred on other nA P signal conditioners during development
 
and qualification tests which included satisfactory completion of 
an ErMI test. These considerations and the unlikely prooabilaty 
that a fluid problem would create synchronized signals in both 
tanks indicates an electrical proolem exists outside of the A P 
system. NSTL is now investigating this problem.
 
4.1.2.2.2 	Ullace Pressure Control System. All orbiter components of 
the ullage pressure control system operated satisfactorily. The 
problem with the LH2 ullage pressure transducers encountered on 
the first static firing did not reoccur. During tanking, auto­
sequence and detanking, the ORB ullage pressure signal conditioner 
and ET transducers properly indicated the ullage pressure with 
close agreement on all readings. The ORB ullage pressure signal
 
conditioners also issued the appropriate flow control valve
 
command signals during autoseuence and during the static firing
 
with no problems.
 
4.1.2.3 Pneumatic System
 
4.1.2.3.1 	,MPSPneumatic Suntly System. The crossover valves were
 
opened approximately 30 minutes prior to To which causes parallel
 
operation of the pneumatic supply system and regulators. At
 
this time the Engine =2 regulator outlet pressure indicated 
approximately 812 psia and it continued to indicate this pressure 
except during purge sequence 4 wnen it dropped to 776 psia. After 
purge sequence 4 it again increased to an indicated 812 psia until 
the crossover valves were closed. 
Examination of the engine supply pressures shows that except
 
during periods of high helium demand the engine one helium
 
regulator supplied the helium requirements. This is a feature
 
of parallel mounted regulators in which the regulator with the
 
highest output pressure will supply output flow until its output
 
can no longer supply demana. This is shown by examining supply
 
pressure decay as seen in Figure 4.!.2-2 where the supply pressure
 
of engine one drops while the other supply pressures remain high.
 
When the purge sequence starts,helium supply pressures all drop.
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The pressure measurements given by the data are all within the 
tolerance of the gage readings and as a consequence cannot be 
used to definitely determine the actual performance of the system
 
on a comparative basis. Examination of Figure 4.1.2-3 shows the
 
outlet pressure of the engine two regulator to have a higher 
output pressure than the engine number one regulator. This leads 
to the erroneous conclusion that the engine two regulator
 
supplies the helium.
 
The pneumatic helumn system with parallel mounted regulators is 
performing as expected. 
It is recommended that an end to end calibration be performed 
on all pneumatic system transducers.
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4 1 3 PROPULSION SYSTEMS - ET
 
4 1.3.1 	 Propellant Loading
 
Tankinq and detanking was successfully accomphshed.
 
Maximum Fast Fill Temoeratures (OF)
 
ICD Observed 
LH2 -422 - -422 
L02 - -290 -292 
Fast Fill Flowrates (GPM)
 
TCD Observed
 
LH2 10,170-12,000 12,900
 
LO2 4,420 -4.980, 3,600
 
The maximum ullage pressure observed during loading was 6.7 psig 
for CH2 and 2.5 psig for GO2. 
4.1.3.2 	Anti-geysering
 
The Anti-geyser System performed as expected and met all 1CD require­
mnents.
 
4.1.3.3 	Pressurization
 
The observed ullage pre-pressurization rise rates were less than pre­
dicted.
 
Ullage Rise Rates (psi/sec)
 
Predi cted Observed 
GH2 1.9 1.2 
GOZ 1.6 1.1 
Ullage volumes and pre-pressurization flow rates are being evaluated 
to explain the predicted/observed deviations. 
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4.1.3.4 Components
 
The L02 diffuser was bore scoped. Flaw-like suspects were noted 
around the periphery of some of the vent noles. The diffuser will oe removec 
and replaced with a like item. 
The LH2 diffuser will be removed and replaced wit~i a heavier walled
 
configuration. The flight unit removed will be inspected.
 
The Teflon gasket under the L02 vent orifice leaked. The orifice 
design is being modified to show serrations in the vicinity of the seal, 
The 3.7 in.diameter LOP vent orifice is being replaced with a
 
3.5 in.die. orifice. The 3.5 in.dia. orifice will be located to clear the
 
ullage pressure sense port.
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4.1.4 Propulsion System - SSM 
Propellant Load and Chilldown 
Propellant load and SSME childown were satisfactorily accomplished without 
incident. Main Engine Position No. Z Main Fuel Valve hydraulic warmnant 
return fquid again displayed the lowest temperature of the three SSME's 
showing a ninnun of -4°F. It is significant that a stabilizing trend was 
indicated during the latter minutes of chilldown prior to increasing SSIE 
hydraulic supply pressure. Since SSME hydraulic standby recirculation 
differential pressure was essentially equal to that of the prececang tests, 
the stabilizing trend may be attributed to operating at an increased SvME 
hydraulic supply temperature of 10 to 15 0F. 
Attempt to obtain more predictable results for the S5ME Heat Shield Support 
Ring temperature measurements vWas only partially successful. Although 
insulation of LHZ system temperature sensors in the proximity of the support 
ring thermocouples was accomplished, the No. 2 SSME position measurements 
gave erratic results and will require further corrective action before the 
measurement can be considered acceptable as a redline parameter. 
Auto-Sequence and Start 
SSME responses through auto-sequence and start appeared normal in all 
respects. No Engine Start Enable inhibits were displayed and therefore no 
rollback or resume options were rnpleznented. Key engine start plateau 
parameters were well within expected range'indcaaing good response to pre­
test adjustments made to oxidizer preburner oxidizer valve open loop command 
position. Accordingly, all critical start plateau performance parameters were on 
predicted target values. Other SSME control logic changes rmade to acco­
mmodate the seventy percent start and to optrnize start performance produced 
predictable and expected results. 
SSME Mainstage and Shutdown 
Steady-state, SSME mainstage, site performance was within predicted range 
and provided acceptable margin when compared to nominal seventy percent 
control imits. No anomalous performance/operational characteristics were 
observed.
 
The SS-E proceeded through programmed duration and shutdown as commanded 
by SATS. Shutdown characteristics were satisfactory depicting nominal engine 
MCC pressure and turbopump speed decay tines and rates. 
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4.1.4 (continued) 
Post Shutdown 
Post shutdown observations revealed considerable residual alter burning from 
about the nozzle e-xit plane of the SSME's. Hardware examinazion confirmed 
that the No. Z position SSME nozzle had been subjected to considerable over­
heating as indicated by a pattern of discoloration, most pronounce on the 
inside nozzle wall. Post-test data evaluation revealed evidence that substan­
tial LH2 leakage existed past the SSvIE, Position No. 2, Main Fuel Valve 
after shutdown and continued during the detankng time phase for a duration 
greater than 6, 000 seconds. Reason for the leakage from the IVFV could nor 
be determined after removal and checkout at Rocketdyne. No valve defects 
were found that would result in such leakage. Further evaluation will be 
made and safeguards to rnlnlmi.ze the effects, should another sinlar incident 
occur, will be established. iylaterials analysis revealed that no degradation 
(structural material properties) occurred and the nozzle is suitable for 
further testing. 
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4.2 AVIONICS SYSTEMS
 
4.2.1 Electrical Power. Distribution and Control (EPDC)
 
The EPDC system performed satisfactorily during Static Firing 
Test SF-002.
 
4.2.2 Instrumentation
 
4.2.2.1 Orbiter Instrumentation 
The orbiter instrumentation equipment includes transducers, 
signal conditioners, the PCM Master Unit and frequency division 
multiplexers (FDM's).
 
No anomalies were observed an the Flight Instrumentation P04 
System. One pressure transducer failed (Engine 3 LH2 pump 
inlet) and has been replaced. 
The DFI Wideband Measurement System experienced a high percentage 
of anomalous measurements. Some (45) data squawks were submitted 
against (120) wadeband measurements as follows: 7 (HFA accelero­
meters, (34) LFA accelerometers (POGO) and (4) acoustics. The
 
data squawks identify the following types of measurement anomalies: 
erratic data, no data signal, clapped data, and bias shilt. The 
reasons for the problems which resulted in these measurement 
anomalies will be identified and resolved as the individual data 
squawks are worked by the Rockwell Instrumentation groups at 
Downey and NSTL. 
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4.2.2.2 Instrumentation - ET 
ET 0I 
No 01 instrumentation was lost during the firing. One (1)

discrepancy reported a ground computer error. 
E7 DPI
 
PCM operation was satisfactory.
 
Nina (9)instrumentation discrepancies were reported of which five (5)
 
were noisy but had recoverable data for the majority of the firing.
 
FDM operation was satisfactory.
 
Noisy F0M operation experienced prior to SF2 was corrected by terminating

FDM signal returns to ET ground.

Three (3)of thirty (30) high frequency channels had questionable data.
 
All acoustic data was godd. Two (2)of twenty-five (25) POG0 channels
 
had questionable data.
 
ET OT
 
Overall the DTI instrumentation functioned satisfactorily.
 
Nine (9)instrumentatlon discrepancies were reported- Five (5)were
 
POGO data and four (4)were temperature data.
 
4.2.2.3 SSMAE Instrunentation 
No anonalies were observed. Rocketdyne considers system 
performance to be highly successful for this stage in the program. 
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4.2.2.4 GTI/DTI 
Test MPT-S2-0Q1
 
There were a total of 855 measurements recorded an the TI/MTI system
 
(555 on Beckman, 186 on CBW, 114 on High Freq). A total number of
 
106 data squawks were written by the data evaluators. Five measurements
 
were idenitfled bad prior to test, 24 required changes to the MSI File 
for Slidell processing, and three required software changes. Therefore, 
32 of the 106 data squawks can be classified as invalid from the stand­
point of the instrumentation systems. Another 35 squawks pertain to 
a common problem on the CBW recorders and appear to be in the processing 
or recording procedure. The remaining 39 squawks are presently under 
investigation. 
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4.2.3 Flight Control System
 
The planned use of the Flight Control System during Static
 
Test SF-002 included gimballing the engines from the null to
 
the start positions prior to engine ignition, gimballing from 
the start to the run pcsitions alter thrust buildup, gimballing 
from the run to the shutdown positions prior to cutoff, and
 
gimballang back to the null position after the firing. The 
Flight Control System performed satisfactorily during the test, 
with the ATVC drivers properly commanding the engine actuators 
to gimbal the engines to the required positions in response to
 
input commands from SAIS via the FC-MDM. 
Engine sideloads during engine ignition and shutdown cause 
some engine movement, as indicated by the ATVC actuator position 
measurements. The most significant sideload measurement, 
which appeared on Engine 2 in the pitch axis, andicated a 
transient movement-of the engine bell of approximately one
 
degree peak-to-peak. Although a large pressure surge (approx. 
1600 psi) was observed in the primary hydraulic system at the 
time of the sideloads, no significant hydraulic surge was
 
indicated by the actuator secondary hydraulic pressure measure­
ment. There was no indication, therefore, that the secondary 
pressures would approach the levels where an actuator error 
indication would be generated by the failure detection circuit. 
4.2.4 Data Processna System (DPS)
 
The MPTA DPS system, which consists of the FC-MDM, 0-MDM, the 
three EIU's, and the data bus system, operated satisfactorily 
during Static Firing Test SF-002. 
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Section 4.3 Hydraulic System Analysis
 
During the second MPTA static firing, the primary hydraulic
 
system test objectives Were:
 
(a) Verify the hydraulic system has the capability to meet
 
the prelaunch warmant flow'requirements (pressure,
 
temperature and flow) of the Orbiter/SSME Interface
 
Control Document (ICD) 13M13000.
 
(b) 	Obtain prelaunch warmant flow data to verify the
 
hydraulic system math model and to support hydraulic
 
system thermal analysis.
 
(c) 	Evaluate hydraulic system pressure transients when the
 
engines are gimballed and also during engine start,
 
engine run and engine shutdown.
 
4.3.1 	 Hydraulic System Performance
 
This test was conducted with purge gas flowrates through the
 
aft fuselage compartment approximately the same as the flow
 
rates used during static firing MPT-Sl-001. However, all
 
hydraulic system temperatures were generally warmer than those
 
experienced on previous static firings (Refer to Figure
 
4.3.1-1) due to the combination of (1) increased fluid tempera­
ture at the facility/GSE interface (as planned) and (2) a hot
 
day. This condition also caused the hydraulic system delta
 
temperatures to be less than those encountered on previous
 
static firings. Another important data point was obtained for
 
warmant flow evaluation.
 
The hydraulic flowrate data during the simulated warmant flow
 
mode is not useful because the flowrates were below the sensi­
tive range of the 0 to 80 gpm GSE flow transducers. These
 
transducers are in the return lines of the S70-0756 unit.
 
Useful flow data will be obtained when additional low range
 
flow transducers are added to the Orbiter/SSME interface for
 
static firing #5. The expected warmant flowrate range will be
 
0.12 	to 0.38 gpm as specified in lCD 13M15000.
 
The significant hydraulic temperatures during warmant flow are
 
shown in Figures 4.3.1-1 through 4.3.1-8. ICD 13M15000 re­
quires that the Orbiter/SSME interface temperature be maintained
 
at 60OF or above from propellant loading to simulated APU start.
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This requirement was met because the temperature range was 920F
 
to 970F for all three engines. Figure 4.3.1-3 presents data
 
for engine 3. This data is typical for the other two engines.
 
Hydraulic fluid outlet temperatures for the main oxidizer
 
valves (MOV) and main fuel valves (I4FV) are a redline with a
 
lower limit of -20°F during warmant flow. These temperatures
 
must also be 350F minimum from To-3 minutes until engine start.
 
All valve temperatures were well within these limits. Figures
 
4.3.1-4 and 4.3.1-5 present temperature profiles for engine 2
 
MOV and MFV, respectively. MOV temperatures for the otner two
 
engines were 20F to 50 F warmer than engine 2. However, the MFV
 
temperatures for the other two engines were approximately 18°F
 
warmer than the temperature at engine 2. The MFV outlet tem­
perature at engine 2 was also colder during static firings
 
MPT-Sl-001 and 4PT-Sl-002 Refer to Section 4.3 of SD78-SH-0077)
 
and is still under investlgation. Figures 4.3.1-4 and 4.3.1-5
 
also show the expected rapid heatup rate when hydraulic pressure
 
is increased to 3000 psi.
 
The significant hydraulic system pressures during this test are
 
shown in Figures 4.3.1-9 through 4.3.1-14. lCD 13M15000 re­
quires that a 200 psid minimum differential pressure at a speci­
fied flow be maintained across each engine during warmant flow.
 
As previously stated, flow canno- be verified at this time.
 
The differential pressure across each engine was maintained
 
between 220 psid and 230 psid. Therefore, the minimum require­
ment was met. Figures 4.3.1-11 and 4.3.1-12 present data for
 
engine 3. This data is typical for the other two engines.
 
Hydraulic pressure transients were nominal when (1) gimballing
 
to the start, run and shutdown positions and (2) slewing the
 
engine propellant valves for engine start and engine shutdown.
 
The pressures ranged from 50 psi to 250 Psi on the supply side
 
and 20 psi to 1n0 psi on the return side. Some greater pressure
 
spikes/dropouts were experienced as discussed below in Section
 
4.3.1.1.
 
4.3.1.1 Engine Sideloads
 
During the engine start and shutdown transients, it was ob­
served that engine 2 thrust chamber movement was considerable
 
when compared to the relative inactivity of the other two
 
engines. This movement has been attributed to engine sideloads
 
experienced during thrust buildup and thrust decay. It is
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noted that the sideloads are higher than predicted but are well
 
within actuator load capability.
 
Figures 4.3.1.1-1 and 4.3.1.1-2 present engine 2 pitch and yaw
 
actuator positions while Figures 4.3.1.1-3 and 4.3.1.1-4 pre­
sent- engine 2 pitch and yaw actuator cylinder differential
 
pressures. As can be seen, the pitch actuator experienced a
 
maximum movement of + 0.5 degrees and the corresponding maxi­
mum cylinder 4.P was 1500 psid (vs. a predicted 650 psid).
 
Engine 2 yaw actuator parameters are slightly less. Also, the
 
parameters for the other two engines were negligible. Figure
 
4.3.1.1-5 presents hydraulic supply pressure at engine 2
 
Orbiter/SSME interface for this same time period. The pressure
 
spiked to 3400 psi and dropped to 2540 psi because the sideload
 
activity is the same as an actuator step input. These pressure
 
excursions did not threaten the engine propellant valves be­
cause shutdown had already been achieved. Other hydraulic
 
system pressure transients were considerably less than those
 
shown in Figure 4.3.1.1-5. The fact that engine 2 moved more
 
than the other engines is currently under investigation.
 
4.3.1.2 conclusions
 
Performance of the facility, GSE, and test article hydraulic
 
systems was satisfactory.
 
With the exception of warmant flow verification, all Orbiter/
 
SSME ICD warmant flow requirements were met.
 
Hydraulic pressure transients during gimballing, engine start,
 
engine run and engine shutdown were nominal.
 
Thrust chamber movement for engine 2 was considerable when com­
pared to the relative inactiv.y of the other two engines.
 
This incident is under investigation.
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4.3.2 Hydraulics - Thermodynamics
 
The recorded available data from SF-2 5/19/78 has been reviewed. The
 
oata show that no temperature problems occurred on the Orbiter hydraulics
 
systems during the low and high pressure flow periods of the tests. System
 
temperatures were from 10 to 150F higher than temperatures from the previous
 
test due to a higher fluid supply temperature from the Greer Unit and slightly
 
warmer environments Flows have not yet been measured, so no SSME
 
HAS heat balances have been calculated to date. Because of slightly higher
 
system temperatures, the cooldown rate of the standby line increased to
 
,3.3 OF/min. from -2.7 OF/mmn for the previous tests. Figures 4.3.2.1
 
through 4.3.2.4 present the current test data. Figure 4.3.2.1 shows data at
 
5 hours after the start of cryo fill at low (circulation pump) pressures.
 
Figure 4.3.2.2 shows data after going to high (main pump) pressures.
 
Figures 4.3.2.3 and 4 3.2.4 are Main Engine #1 pitch actuator temperatures
 
at 5 hours after the start of cryo fill for low and high pressure operation,
 
respectively.
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FIGURE 4.3.2.1
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4.4 Purce and Vent Analvsis 
4.4.1 Orbiter Purge System ORIGINAL PAGE L9 
OF POOR QUALI y 
4.4.1.1 Aft Fuselace Comartment Pure 
The design objectives of the purge system are to 1) maintain a positive 
pressure in the aft fuselage (AF) to prevent air intrusion, 2) prevent 
accumulation of hazardous gases, and 3) maintain the temperature of 
the main engine controllers and compaxtment structure within allow­
able limits.
 
Set-up: The purge system flow rates for the test were as follows:
 
Mid Fuselage Plenum 159.9 lb/man
 
Aft Fuselage 65.3 lb/min
 
The aft fuselage compartment vent doors were set in the purge
 
position for the test.
 
Test Results: The pressure in the aft fuselage compartment varied 
between 0.04 to 0.10 psig during the test. A minimum pressure of
 
0.019 psmg is required to prevent air intrusion with a 30 knot wind. 
The purge system prevents the accumulation of hazardous gases. The
 
inertmng of the aft fuselage from air (20.95% 02 and 0.955 Argon) 
to less than 50 parts per million of 02 was achieved in approximately
 
15 minutes as indicated on the hazardous gas detection system (EGOS) 
mass spectrometer. The temperature of the structure and the bulk 
gas were both well above the lower limit of minus SOF. For addition­
al details on temperatures, see Section 4.6.1.
 
The aft fuselage compartment purge system met or exceeded all the 
design requirements for the static firing test.
 
4.4.1.2 ET/Orbiter Disconnect Purce
 
The purpose of this purge 1s to maintain a positive pressure in the
 
ST/Orb disconnect plate gap to prevent cryo-pumping on the LH2 side
 
and to prevent ice build-up on the LOX side.
 
A redline value of 0.08 psig minimum was established for the LH2
 
side. The minimum pressure recorded during the test was 0.11 psig.
The pressure is recorded on two strip chart recorders with a measure­
ment range of 0-0.25 psig. 
The ET/Orbiter disconnect purge system exceeded all design require­
ments during the static firing test. 
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4.4.2 PURGE AND VENT - ET
 
The updated thermal math model of the Intertank for a 75 to 850F ambientday predicts an Intertank gas temperature'of -181OF ± 150F. The four DTI 
Intertank gas temperatures read within SOF of the nominal predicted value (i.e.,between -176 and -186 0F) when the Intertank gas temoerature reached steady state. 
The DFI box gas temperature thermal math model predicts a gas temperature
of +30F t 5OF for the ambient conditions on the test day. The DFI compartnentgas temperature measurements were reading +3 and +50F in the DFI box when it 
reached steady state.
 
The Intertank hazardous gases were purged as predicted.
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4.4.3 Hazardous Gas Detection System (HGDS) (U72-1186)
 
The design objective of the HGDS is to detect the presence of 
hydrogen, oxygen, argon and helium in the aft fuselage and the ET/ 
Intertank compartment.
 
Prior to inert-ng the aft fuselage with GN 2 , oxygen and argon were 
detected. Approximately 15 minutes after initiation of the CIN2
 
inertng purge, the oxygen content was reduced from 20.95% to 50 
parts per million. Hydrogen was detected just subsequent to fmring. 
The peak value was 600 parts per million (ppm) decreasing to less 
than 100 ppm in two minutes and remained at or below th s level for 
the remainder of the test.
 
A helium reading of 0.8% helium in the aft fuselage was detected.
 
This leakage may have occurred in the ET/Orbiter disconnect circuit 
and/or from the iMPS components. 
Calibration tests (H 2 , 02, Helium, Argon) before and after the static 
firxing test. shows no degradation of performance of the HGDS. 
The HGDS performed satisfactorily during the static firing test. 
4.4.3.1 Delta Hazardous Gas Detection System (HGDS-C70-1179)
 
The design objective is to detect hydrogen in selected locations in
 
the aft fuselage, ET/Intertank, helium purge outflow line from the
 
12H2 T-0 umbilical panel and facility. 
At approximately T-70 minutes, the sensor above main engine number
 
one gave an indication of hydrogen. The-value increased slowly to 
approximately 0.1% at T-105 seconds. The values are estimated since
 
the reading is below the lower calibration limit of 0.5% hydrogen. 
At T-105 seconds the reading increased to between 0.2 to 0.3%. At
 
T+10 minutes the level had decreased to zero.
 
At approximately 1543 hours during the detanking, the sensor above 
main engine number one detected hydrogen which increased to approxi­
mately 0.3%over a period of approximately 15 minutes. At the same 
time sensor number 5 (prevalve cluster area) indicated less than 
0.197a hydrogen. The 5000 SCFM purge was activated and the hydrogen 
concentration decreased to zero in 8 minutes. The 5000 SCFM purge
 
was secured at this time and there were no further hydrogen 
indications. 
The delta hazardous gas detection system performed satisfactorily
 
during the static firing test. 
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4. 5 Structures 
4.5.1 Structural Analysis - Orbiter 
4.5.1.1 Loads 
There were no indicated structural loads problems on SF-2. PCM 
strain gage data for ET/Orhit er itachment loads agree well with pre­
dicted loads. All of the hardwire measurements for ET atachment loads 
have been squawked. 
There are no structural loads problems anticipated for thrust build­
up to 90% of rated thrusf. Predicted loads for 90% thrust (wiTh no 
winds) are about one-half of design loads. 
Ignition Overpressure 
Three ignition overpressure transducers were installed in the "Orbiter"
 
base heat shield and seven in the MPTA test stand for SF-2, as for SF-1- All
 
measurements, exceot F48P9977H, displayed output. However, following review
 
of the output, all of the measurements were "squawked." The squawks requested
 
a verification of measurement system integrity and calibration. No data,
 
considered valid, on ignition overpressure has been obtained from SF-I or
 
SF-a. 
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4.5.1.2 	 Stress ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The stress analysis results of the 19 May, 1978 firing (SF-2) are 
contained in this section. 
4.5.1.2.1 Aft Fuselage Structure - Vibroacoustic Response
 
Monitored instrumentation revealed the dynamic responses were as 
expected, similar to SF-1, for this 70% power level firing. Power Spectrl 
Density (PSD) plots and Root Mean Square (MIS) strain data have been 
requested for future detail evaluation. 
One vibroacoustic gage 	was noted to be either defective or incorrectly
 
calibraten. In addition a 16.5 Hertz signal of unknown origin was noted 
in the oscallograph data. This signal was present before, during and after 
the test engine firing. Data squawks have been submitted to rectify these 
problems. 
4.5.1.2.2 Shell Structure Strain Gages 
Nearly all monitored strain gages revealed negligible response data, 
stresses less than 6000 psi, for this 70% power level test. The 3569800H 
strain gage at the X. 1307 wing strap indicated a tensile stress of 12,000 
psi as was anticipated. 
An unexplained 16.5.Hertz signal appeared throughout all data and one 
strain gage is either defective or calibrates incorrectly. Data squawks 
have been submitted to remedy these problems, 
4.5.1.2.3 Frames and 	Bulkhead Strain Gages 
All monitored strain gages were well within acceptable limits. The 
maximum stress recorded in titanium structure was approximately 26,000 psi. 
The maximum stress recorded in aluminum structure was approximately 10, 000 
psi. 
A 16.5 Hertz signal of unkmown origin appeared throughout a good deal 
of the data and one gage did not record any strain where significant strain 
was anticipated. Data squawks have been submitted to remedy these problems. 
4.5,1.2.4 Primary Thrust Structure Strain Gages 
Twenty-one (21) strain gages mounted to the primary thrust structure
 
were monitored. PSD's and RMS strain data have been requested for future
 
analysis of dynamic strain contributions in the thrust structure. A
 
summary of anticipated 	member strains, derived from IT.A proof test 
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influence coefficient data, versus corrected SF-2 actual member strains is 
contained in Table 4.5.1.2-1. From this summary of results it can be 
seen that four strain gages exceeded anticipated levels to an appreciable 
extent (: 30% exceedance). Three of these gages are relatively lightly 
loaded. One strain gageAZ5G99081 on the V070-351121 ait thrust truss 
strut is comparatively highly loaded but this strut is capable of 
surviving an ultimate strain of approximaTely three times the level 
experience on SF-2. It was also noted that the back to back strain gages
 
located on the aft portion of the V070-351108 main lower thrust structure 
strut read much lower than expected. Investigation is currently in 
progress to attempt to explain this phenomenon. 
Nearly all strain gage oscillograph data contained a 16.5 Hertz signal 
of unknown origin throughout the data, before, during and after engine 
firing. This signal was of sufficient amplitude such that in many instances 
it was as large as the primary load displacement. In addition to the 16.5
 
Hz anomaly one gage was either defective or calibrated incorrectly. Squawks
 
on all apparent malfunctions have been submitted for rectification prior
 
to the next firing. 
4.5.1.2.5 Mlanifold Support Strut Strain Gages 
Four (4) strain gages mounted to the L02 and LH 2 manifold support 
struts were monitored. One strain gage yielded totally useless erratic 
aata. The other three gages contained a 16.5 Hertz signal whose 
amplitude exceeded the anticipated strains in the supports. Data squawks 
were submitted to rectify these anomolies. The response to the L0 3 
source pressure after shut-down which occurred during SF-1 on the 
manifold supports could not be detected in the SF-2 data due to the
 
magnitude of the 16.5 Hz extraneous signal. 
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Table 4.5.1.2-1 
Summary of Thrust Structure Strains 
Strain Ratio 
Gage Location Recorded 16.5 1Iz Corrected Predicted Actual/ Capability 
Number Part/No. Strain Error Strain Strain Predicted (Ain.) 
\A 
A35G990111 V070-351124 720 -60 660 681 .97 3801 
9908 1121 -1140 0 -1140 -880 1.30 3385 
9910 1149 780 0 780 705 1.11 4315 
9912 1263 1080 -120 960 955 1.01 4013 
9914 1120 400 -300 100 123 .81 2285 
9917 1139 -360 130 -330 -317 .84 -2036 
! 9918 1139 -360 +120 -240 -395 .61 -2036 
ul 9919 1Ob -1050 P150 -900 -886 1.02 -4455 
9920 1806 -1200 +150 -1050 -1051 1.00 -4455 
9931 1108 -1500 t-300 -1200 -1080 1.11 4653 0 
9932 1108 -1680 1ISO -1500 -1525 .98 4653 ) 
9933 1108 -900 +180 -720 -999 .72 4653 
u 9934 
9945 
1108 
1212 
-720 
300 
i150 
-120 
-570 
180 
-1232 
205 
.46 
.88 
4653 
2548 
Cn 
: 
9947 
9949 
1211 
1210 
0 
300 
-
-195 
0 
105 
-159 
239 
-
.44 
1911 
-2401 0 
9951 1825 600 -360 240 229 1.05 -1875 :]U 
N 9953 1825 900 -450 450 333 1.35 6585 
9961 1958 -600 1480 -120 -66 1.82 2740 
9963 1126 -600 1360 -240 -94 2.55 4003 
9969 1209 -375 1195 -180 -184 .98 -1203 9 
SI-2 Raw O'graph Data. 
CoirecLion for 16.5 lz extraneous signal in data. 
Prediction based on MPTA influence coefficient tests. 
0 
W 
UlLimate strain at the design load condition. 
Rockwell Intematonal 
4.5.1.3 Vibroacoustics 
Thirty-one (31) vibration and five (5) acoustic measurements from the MML' 
and 36 vibration, 42 strain, and 12 acoustic -measurements from TR-S13Z004 
were monitored during SF-I. Seven (7) MML vibration (A08D9433, A08D9434, 
A08D9436, A08D9589, A08D9649, and A08D9560) and all five (5) MML 
acoustic (V08Y9681, V08Y9684, V08Y9686, V08Y9689, and V08Y969Z), did 
not function correctly during the firing. TR-SI32004 vibration measurement 
Z126, and strain measurements-3048HL, 3021, 3236, and 3237 did not 
function correctly. 
Acceleration spectral density analysis (ASD's) of the MML functional vibration 
measurements show the levels, when scaled upward to a 109% thrust level, to be 
within the existing random vibration criteria for the measurement's locations. 
Operational IilviL acoustic measurements will be required before exact 109% 
thrust vibration levels can be established. Evaluation of the TR-S132004 
vibration ASD's is currently in progress. 
The 24 Rocketdyne Division strain gages on the low pressure turbo pump 
flange showed a maxnum of approximately 30. In/In RMS based on Space 
Division strain spectral analyses of the measurements. Telecons with 
Rocketdyne personnel have established that their analyses of the data has 
produced the same results. 
Evaluation of the TR-S132004 acoustic measurements in conjunction with 
MML overpressure measurements is stall in progress at this tine. 
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a.5.2 STRUCTURES - EXTERNAL TANK 
4.5.2.1 Loads
 
An analysis of the thrust strut instrumentation revealed that tne
 
average thrust per engine was 295,000 pounds. This is approximately 73%
 
of full engine thrust.
 
4.5.2.2 Stress
 
An investigation of all strain gages on the tank showed that the
 
highest stress was 16,300 psi, and this occurred in the forward left
 
Orbiter attach fitting. This stress was determined from the difference
 
between the strain before and during engine firing. Itdoes not account
 
for the relieving stress due to the weight of the Orbiter (acting opposite
 
to the thrust stress). However, even without the Orbiter weight stress
 being subtracted, the stress level is well below the allowable level of
 
52000 psi.
 
4.5.2.3 Vibroacoustics
 
Review of O-gram data for the MPTA 2nd firing was accomplished with the
 
following conclusions: 
Low Freauency 22 good channels 13* bad channels 
High Frequency 29 good channels 3* bad channels 
Acoustic 7 good channels Q* bad channels 
*Data squaks were implemented for all bad channels
 
The PSD data requested, after-review of the O-grams, has not been
 
received from the computer facilities.- This data is required to make any
 
valid assessment of the vibroacoustic environments.
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4.5.3 POGO
 
There were no POGO objectives planned for static firing 
test number two (SF2-001) that was conducted on 19 May, 
1978. However, a review of che SF2-001 data is being
 
performed for assessment of system responses, for cor­
relation with analytical predictions, and for evaluation
 
of data quality.
 
A preliminary evaluation of feedline pressure data in­
dicates that the frequency of the fundamental feedline 
mode is in good agreement with analytical predictions. 
The LPOTP inlet pressure responses to engine start 
transients were approximately 40 ps peeak to peak, and 
they decayed as expected in 4 to 6 seconds. These LPOTP 
inlet pressure responses during steady-state burn were 
equal to or less than 7 psi peak to peak at 3 Hz. Their
 
responses to engine shutdown transients were approximately
 
50 psi peak to peak. The dynamic signature throughout
 
the rest of the LOX feedline system was similar to the
 
LPOTP inlet pressure. The first feedline mode appears
 
to be approximately 3 Hz which corresponds to analytical
 
predictions.
 
POGO Analysis predicts significant coupling at 3 Hz be­
tween structure, feed system, and engine system. There
 
was no evidence in SF2-001 data for divergent oscil­
lation at 3 Hz/ nor at the higher frequencies.
 
Using Rocketdyne engine gains, a worst case analysis
 
shows the system to be stable for the SF3-001 15 second
 
firing at 90% power level. The analysis for extending
 
the burn time to 40 seconds will be completed by 2 June,
 
1978. It is recommended that plans proceed for SF3-001
 
without a POGO suppressor. Thirty-four (34) individual
 
squawk-sheets were prepared on SF2-OO POGO instrumentation
 
and/or data anomalies.
 
This number is compared with 56 squawk sheets prepared for
 
SFI-002. The SF2-00! squawks include dead signals, bias
 
shifts, erratic signals, clipped signals, and signals
 
without NSTL station calibrations. Corrective action
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4.5.3 POGO (Continued) 
should be taken for all of these anomalies prior to SF3­
001. 
The data from the nine (9) accelerometers in the POGO Safety 
Cutoff System were judged to be unusable. These were three 
ginbal, three HPO.TP and three LPOTP accelerometers. The 
source of the anomalies noted on the data is currently being 
investigated. This includes the checking of coaxial connectors, 
moisture, proper torque, open shields, and full-scale range 
settings. A Special Action Requirement (SAR) N-410 has been 
written to perform an end-to-end insertion check on this 
instrunentation prior to SF 3-001. The cutoff system should 
be monitored during SF 3-001, but NOT enabled. 
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4.6.1 Thermal Analysis
 
SUMMARY
 
Temperature data for the tanking and autosequence phases of MPT SF2-al have
 
been reviewed and did not indicate any problems with resoect to the Thermal
 
Control System for MPTA or OV 102. All of the bulk GN temperatures were
 
well above the minimum limits established for thermal design during the
 
test and cold bulk GN2 stratification was minimal Similarly, all of the
 
structure measurements were well above minimum limits
 
A preliminary evaluation of these results indicates that apparently the
 
MPS cryogenic heat gain is below the levels used for OV 102 design. At
 
this point in time, however, analysis has not been performed to establish
 
environmental heat gain differences between OV 102 and MPTA. Future
 
MPTA tests, however, should continue to exhibit compartment bulk GN2 and
 
structure temperatures well within the levels previously established for
 
OV 102 prelaunch design.
 
Test Conficuration & Conditions
 
MPTA considerations which would affect the compartment temperature
 
responses in comparison to OV 102 were as follows.
 
1. The PV&D GN2 purge flow rates and inlet temperatures for MPT SF2-Cl
 
are given inTable 4.6.1-1. As shown, the Circuit =3 flow rate is
 
essentially the same as used for OV 102 compartment thermal control
 
design. The flow raze for Circult =2 (1307 plenum) was considerably
 
higher than the design value. Inlet temperatures were somewhat
 
higher during the test than the design value.
 
2. Major structural/insulation differences between MPTA and OV 102
 
include- a) an aluminum boilerplate base heat shield on MPTA, b)
 
uninsulazed OMS decks on MPTA
 
3. Ambient air temperatures ranged from 740F to 870F during MPTSF2-Cl
 
tanking/autosequence.
 
DISCUSSION
 
A brief summary of MPTSF2-Cl minimum temperatures during tanking/autosequence
 
is given inTable 4.6.1-2.
 
A review of the data shows all of the-measurements were within expected
 
limits during both tests. The primary concern relative to tanking was the
 
capability of the PV&D GN2 purge system to maintain temperatures above the
 
limits established for OV 102. For OV 102, MPS cryogenic components are
 
expected to absoro approximately 50 Stu/sec from the aft fuselage compartment
 
during cryo loading and prelaunch hold. The PV&D GN2 temperature available,
 
however, indicates that the actual MPS cryo heat gain is probably somewhat
 
lower. Based on the PV&D GN2 flow rates, inlet temperatures and exit
 
temperatures, data from MPTSF2-0l indicated energy loss from the GN2 at
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Table 4 6 1-1 	PV&D GN2 Inlet Temperature/Flow Rate During
 
Tanking
 
Circuit #2 Circuit #3
 
(1307 Plenum)
 
MPTSF2-0l 	 159.9#/Min @ 720F 65.3#/Min,@ 750F
 
OV 102 (Min Guaranteed/Non Cryo 118#/Min @ 70°F 66 8#/Min @ 700F
 
Payload)
 
OV 102 (Min GuaranLeed/Cryo 135#/Min @ 400 F 66.8#/Mn @ 700F
 
Payload)
 
00 
, 
UO 
030 
0 
3 
w 
Table 4.6.1-2 Aft Fuselage Compartment Temperature Summary 
0 00 
Compartment Bulk GN2 Temperatures 
Fuselage Structure 
Thrust Structure Boron Epoxy 
SSME Gimbal Bearings 
OV 102 Prelaunch 
Min Design Limit 
-50IF 
--
-80dF 
-50OF 
MPTSF2-0l Min 
Temperatures 
Recorded 
18 to +600F 
+23 to 4680F 
130 to 1620F 
W42F : 
C 
0 
0)
ci 
U) 
-J3 
I9 
0 
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DISCUSSION (Continued)
 
29 Btu/sec. Considerable uncertainty isassociated with knowing the true aft
 
compartment inl-t temperature for the 1307 plenum flow as well as measure­
ment tolerances. The MPS cryo heat gain could be apDroximated as equal to
 
the GN2 energy loss plus environmental heat gains and subsystem heat losses
 
At this time, environmental heat gains and subsystem heat losses have not
 
been established.
 
Although PV&D GN2 purge flow rates and/or temperatures were high with
 
respect to OV 102 design, an evaluation of the data does not indicate that
 
any major problems regarding minimum temperatures will be encountered in
 
future MPTA tests. Similarly, no major problems are expected for the
 
Thermal Control System on OV 102.
 
4.6.2 THERMODYNAMICS - ET
 
The Intertank structural temperatures were calculated to be -155 0F t 300F. 
Data from five DFI sensors showed steady state I/T skin temperatures between 
-150 and -160 0 F with one failure. Two of the DTI sensors yielded continuous 
data reaching steady state temperatures of -128 0 F and -1730F. Data from a third 
DTI measurement steadied out at -122 0 F after an erratic beginning. 
The Intertank Y-joint skin temperature in the area where temperature sensors 
are located were calculated to be -200 - 500 F. Data from this area show steady 
state readings of -1980F, 2130F, and -229 0F at Stations X71110, XTlll2, and XT1114, 
respectively. L02 and LH2 structure temperature decreased predictably as the 
propellants were loaded. The TPS surface temperatures after propellant loading were 
below ambient and above freezing as expected. Erratic TPS surface temperatures were 
recorded in areas affected by solar fluxes. 
Ice/Frost was not an objective of this test.
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4.7 Ground Support Equipment
 
4.7.1 Orbiter Provided
 
4.7.1.1 Mechanical
 
H77-0741 Aft ET Sunnort Struts Temoerature Control -

Ho anomalies encountered. System performed as anticipated.
 
The strut temperature recording during firing and for approximately
 
6 1/4 hours preceeding firing show a minimum of 720 F. This
 
temperature is substantially above the minimum required temperature
 
of 250 F.
 
S70-0756 Hydraulic Distribution and Simulation Unit -

No anomalies were encountered during the operation.
 
4.7.1.2 Fluid
 
S72-0618. NSTL Fluid Distribution System
 
The operation of the Rockwell provided fluid systems was
 
satisfactory. Observed anomalies did not effect the test results.
 
Reverse flow occurred in the LH2 High Point Bleed System, wnen 
facility valve TCV106 introduced LH2 into a common facility line 
used to route the high point bleed flow to the 18-inch GH2 vent line. 
A facility modification is planned to incorporate a separate 3-inch 
line for the hagh point bleed.
 
The Pogo Pulser was installed, but not operated during the static
 
firing. The GN cavity purge was on during the test, and the
 
cavity purge ani hydraulic seal drain redline pressure transducers 
were monitored without any anomalies. The return line turbine 
flowmeter (Measurement No. G58R8766H) showed an oscillating signal 
from around 30 to 60-GPM at 2 to 3-Hz during the firing. This 
could be caused by movement of the piston within the pulser. 
An Auxiliary LO2 Helium Injection System was installed and used for 
SF2.' 
Additional insulation is being added to all fluid lines in the 
vicinity of the T-0 umbilicals in order to support a static firing 
with a duration exceeding 15-seconds. The use of reflective tape 
proved to be adequate for firing up to 15-seconds. 
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S72-0741, MPTA Purge and Pressurization Console
 
One leaking regulator was discovered during setup, and replaced
 
prior to tne test.
 
Test data indicated that the prevalve actuation regulator
 
(Console B) was set approximately 25-PSIG above the 800-PSIG
 
maximum value. 
S72-1005, Pneumatic Servicing Console
 
All systems performed in a satisfactory manner during the test. 
A redundant pressure regulator in the SSME Purge System leaked 
during setup, and was isolated during the test. Subsequent to the 
last static firing (SFI), the LO and LH2 prepressurization valve 
timing was changed to decrease tie closing time. The closing port 
orifices for the LO2 valves were removed, and the LH valve orifices 
were increased from 0.025-inch diameter to 0.035-inc diameter. 
The faster closing time has elimanated the ullage pressure over­
shoot problem. 
4.7.1.3 Electrical GSE
 
The Electrical GSB provided under the Orbiter contract
 
performed satisfactorily during Static Firing Test SF-2. 
None of the SATS anomalies that had occured during the
 
previous static firing countdowns were observed. The 
improved operation as the result of SATS hardware problems 
isolated and corrected prior to SF-7 and of software 
modifications incorporated during the same period. 
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4.8 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM -
Ten LH2 and eight LO) pressure cycles have been conducted 
thru SF2 witn minimal damage to the TPS. SF2 produced no new 
divots or cracks except for neglible damage to the surfaces of the 
LOX antIgeyser ano feed lines. This damage is believed to be due 
to cold gas impi:.gement from the intertank fairings and physical contact 
between the LOX fairing seal and the orbiter side of the LOX feedline. 
Current .OTA TPS renair guidelines do not necessitate repair of these 
icems beyond a topcoat touchup. 
There are no anticipated-TPS constraints to conducting SF3 as
 
planned.
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